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ABSTRACT 

Downloading the executable module is norrrally done 

with a loosely coupled distributed computer system. This 

thesis investigates the technique to download an 

executable module from a smart node over an LAN physical 

channel to a remote node and to execute the executable 

module on the remote node. 

Two approaches have been successfully achieved 

within this thesis. One is to develop the executable 

module on the PDP-11/44 computer and then download the 

module through the Ethernet LAN to the LSI-11/23 computer 

and to execute the module on the LSI-11/23 computer. 

Another one is to download the executable module from the 

Intel Series IV Microcomputer Development System through 

the Ethernet LAN to the 1SBC86/32 single board computer 

and to execute the module on the single board computer. 

Potential applicaiton areas of this technique 

are like Automatic Test Equipment, Laboratory Automation, 

and Factory Automation. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

The development of electronic computers and the 

experience gained with their applications in economic, 

scientific, industrial, and technical areas have revealed 

that it is both necessary and efficient to employ remote 

data access (over data transmission channels) and remote 

output of the results. The experience upon geographically 

widely distributed computer systers shows the necessity of 

switching frorr. centralized computer systems to networks 

that make all programs, data and ether resources available 

to any node on the network regardless geographic location 

of the resources and the users. 

Over the last decade, there has been vigorous 

development on computer networks for data bases and 

information retrieval services. In any computer network 

there exists a collection of machines intended for running 

user programs. Normally, a computer on the network 

contains a resident bootstrap which will load a permanent 

program from mass storage devices onto its memory. The 

permanent program may have the form of a monitor, an 

interpreter or an operating system through which local 

1  



user programs can be processed. Let us define such a 

computer, which has a terminal, I/O devices, mass storage 

devices and/or intelligence with it, on the network as a 

"SMART NODE" (See Figure 1.1), for example, VAX, IBM/PC, 

IBM/4341, INTEL 86/330, INTEL 86/380, etc. 

A station, which has data acquisition and data 

display equipment, on the network r . e y  have no mass storage 

device with it so that human resources can not develop 

executable program on it. Let us also define such a 

station on the network as "REMOTE NODE", for example, 

iSBC86/30, iSEC286/10, Micro VAX, etc. 

This paper investigates the technique to download 

a task (or process) from a SMART NODE to a particular 

REMOTE NODE, which has the same type of CPU as the SMART 

NODE host CPU, Tanenbum (1982), and to process the 

downloaded task (or process) at the REMOTE NODE by using 

the network bootstrap. 

Here we define such a task or process to be 

downloaded and processed at the REMOTE NODE as "REMOTE 

PROCESS" (See Figure 1.2). 

The task running on the REMOTE NODE for receiving 

and executing the REMOTE PROCESS is defined as "REMOTE 

BOOTSTRAP". The task that runs on the SMART NODE for 

downloading REMOTE PROCESS is denoted by "EOOT LOADER". 

The later part of this Chapter willintroduce 

existing commercially available LANs (local Area Networks) 
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and explain why we select the Ethernet IAN for our study 

approach. 

Chapter 2 describes the modular layering concept 

of computer networks protocols by referencing the CSI 

(Open System Interconnection) Reference Model and 

describes the implementations of verior supplied 

hardware/software network interfaces, the roles arid 

residency of the EOOT LOADER and the REMOTE BOOTSTRAP in 

the overall network architecture. 

Chapter 3 describes the overall logic diagram cf 

both SMART NOTE ani REMOTE NOD*!, the detailed functional 

operations cf each vendor supplied hardware/software 

network interface, the programming interface of each 

vendor supplied network interface. Also described in 

Chapter 3 are the procedural descriptions and logical 

interconnection of BOOT LOADER and REMOTE POCTSTRAF with 

network interface, the required network connectivity 

control, flow control, and error control. 

The design methodology and demonstrations of two 

implementations of both EOOT LOADER and REMOTE 

BOOTSTRAP, written in MACFO-11 and PL/M-35 respectively, 

are described in Chapter 4. 

Chapter 5 describes the advantages, disadvantages, 

and several potential applications of this successfully 

demonstrated download technique. 
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1.1 Approach 

The LANs (Local Area Networks) can be classified 

into two types, Baseband and Broadband. The Baseband type 

LAN uses a single digital frenquency as the transmission 

carrier with a data rate of 10-20 mbps depending on the 

type of transciever used, while the Broadband type uses 

an RF (Radio Frequency) signal as the transmission carrier 

with multiple RF channels in the 300-400 MEz bandwidth and 

a 2-5 mbps data rate on each channel. 

The goal of the topology design is to achieve a 

specific performance at a minimal cost. As shown in 

Figure 1.3, two topologies are practically applied for 

LANs' installation. With the Hierarchial Tree topology, 

the higher PEs perform control functions while lower 

PEs perform specialized functions. PE failures higher up 

in the tree become very serious tc the LAN. With a Global 

Eus topology, each PE is multidropped to the global bus, 

and failure of one PE does not affect LAN's performance. 

Figure 1.4 shows the typical LAN's configuration. 

In recent years, a wide variety of LANs from 

different vendors running under different environments 

have been developed. These include systems such as 

Omninet (Corvus Systems), Net/One (Ungermann-Bass), 

Cluster/One (Nestar Systems), Ringnet (Prime Computers), 

Wangnet (Wang Laboraries), Domain (Appollo Computers), 
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Token/Net (Concord Data Systems), Localnet (Sytek), and 

Ethernet (Dec, Intel, and Xerox). These commercially 

available LANs provide the users with the ability to 

access remote programs, access remote data bases, and add 

communication facilities. 

1.1.1 Ethernet 

The above rr.entioned Ethernet is a baseband, 

datagram IAN providing a communication facility for 

high-speed (10 mbps) data exchange among computers, 

located within 2.5 kilometers of each other, over one 

50 ohm coaxial cable, Ethernet (1932). The connection 

of computers to the Ethernet LAN forms a Global Bus 

topology (Refer to Figure 1.3) so that one station 

failure will not affect the performance of the LAN. 

Also because it is medium cost and medium performance, 

one Ethernet LAN has been installed in CERL (Computer 

Engineering Research Laborary) for research purpose, 

and will be used for our study approach. 

1.1.2 prF-11 and IS I-11 Nodes 

The NI1010 UNIBUS Ethernet Communications 

Controller and the NI2010 QBUS Ethernet Communications 

Controller, implemented by Interlan Corporation, contain 

all the data communications logic required for 

interfacing DFC's (Digital Equipment Corporation) family 



of LSI-11 and QBUS PDP-11 computers to an Ethernet LAN. 

One PDP-11/44 minicomputer with an NI2010 Ethernet 

Controller and an LSI-11/23 minicomputer with en NI1010 

Ethernet Controller have been connected to the Ethernet 

LAN in CERL. 

Although NI1010 and NI2010 communications 

controllers are completely compatible with the Ethernet LAN 

so that either LSI—11 /«I3 or PDP-11/44 node may talk with 

any other nodes on Ethernet LAN, they are treated as a pair 

of nodes for our special purpose, discussed in Sec. 1.1, 

because they have same type of host CPU. Any one of them 

will perform as the SMART NOTE while the other one is 

the simulated REMOTE NOEE. 

1.1.3 iAPXSB Family 

Another Ethernet Communications Controller 

implemented by Intel (Intel Corporation), iSBC550, provides 

the data communications logic required for interfacing 

Multibus Systems to an Ethernet LAN. Another pair of nodes 

for our research purposes is one o-* Intel's MLS 

(Microprocessor Development Syster Intellec Series IV) and 

one Single Board Computer iSBC96/30. Each has been 

connected with an iSBC55Z Communications Controller to the 

Ethernet LAN in CERI recently. Unlike the FEF-11/44 and 

LSI-11/23 case, the MDS, which has mass storage devices 



ani several I/O connections, will play the role of the 

SMART NODE while 1SBC8S/30, which has no storage 

periphrals, will play as the REMOTE NODF (Refer to 

Figure 1.5). 

The program of the REMOTE PROCESS will he created 

at the SMART NODE. The executable module of the REMOTE 

PROCESS will he developed at the SMART NODE and be 

downloaded from the SMART NODE to the REMOTE NODE for 

execution at the REMOTE NODE. 

REMOTE NODE SMART MODE 

iSEC86/3Q MDS CRT, iSEC86/3Q MDS CRT, 

iSBC550 iSSC 550 

& 
SMART/REMOTE NODE REMOTE/SMART NCD: 

©-J 

NI1010 W12010 

LSI-11/23 PDP-11/44 —\ 

Figure 1.5 Ethernet LAN in CEPL 



CHAPTER 2 

LOCAL AREA NETWORK SYSTEM STRUCTURE 

k heterogeneous computer local area network can 

consists of a wide variety of irachines which process 

different tasks under particular environments by 

employing different processors. In order to reduce 

design complexity, modern corr ;putei LANs are designed in 

a highly structured way. Most LANs are organized using 

a modular layering concept which provides ar> integrated 

systems approach by decorposing large complex tasks into 

smaller, more managable, modular layers. Each layer 

performs a set of well-defined functions, and has a 

well-defined set of higher and lcwerlayer interfaces. 

Therefore, to one end of the coirrr uni ca ti on channel, each 

layer except the lowest layer performs a peer protocol 

operation with the protocol corresponding layer on the 

other end. 

As a first step toward the international 

standardization of the various network protocols, 

ISO (International Standard Organization) has proposed the 

seven-layer Reference Model of Open Systeir Interconnection 

(OSI), Zimmermann (196Z). 

1 0  
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Refering to the OSI Reference Model in Figure 

2.1, when transmitting, the user process (Application 

Layer) passes information to layer 5, then each layer 

encapsulates the information by appending its frame header 

to the information and passes the encapsulted fraine to the 

next lower layer all the way down to the Physical Layer. 

When receiving, the Physical layer receives the packet 

from the network, then each layer decapsultes the packet 

by peeling off its frame header from the packet and 

passes the decapsulted frame to the next higher layer 

all the way up to the Application Layer (User Process) 

(See Figure 2.2). The 051 Reference Model will be used 

as the basis for discussion of protocols in the Ethernet 

examples. 

2.1 Logical Structure 

As shown in Figure 2.3, the LAN vendors supply 

the implementation of lower layers of the 051 Reference 

Model so that the LAN users car develop their own 

software for implementing higher layers. 

The Ethernet Data Link Layer and Physical Layer 

Specifications, specified by Xerox and jointly supported 

by Dec, Intel, and Xerox, is logically structured and 

complies with the Data Link Layer and Physical Layer of 

the OSI Reference Model (See Figure 2.4). 
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2.1.1 Ethernet 

The Ethernet Data Link Layer supports the two main 

functions generally associated with a data link control 

procedure ss follows: 

1. lata Encapsulation/Decapsulation: 

- Framing (variable frame size boundary 

delimitati oil) 

- Addressing (handling of aource and destination 

addresses) 

- Error Detection (detection of physical channel 

transmission errors) 

2. Link Management: 

- Channel Allocation (collision avoidance) 

- Contention Resolution (CSMA/CD collision 

handling scheme) 

The Ethernet Physical Layer is capable of 

exchanging data over a coaxial cable, enabling 

cc . T m u n i cati on between the respective stations at the lata 

Link Layer and higher layers of the CSI Reference Model. 

It supports the two main functions generally associated 

with physical channel control: 

1. Lata Encoding: 

- Preamble Generation/Re-Toval (for synchronization) 

- Bit Encoding/Decoding (between binary and phase-

encoded form) 
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2. Channel Access: 

- Bit Transmission/Reception (of encoded data) 

- Carrier Sense (indicating traffic on the channel) 

- Collision Detection (indicating contention on the 

channel) 

The Physical Layer transmits the messages onto the 

coaxial cable it the typical frarre format illustrated in 

Figure 2.£. 

2.1.2 M1012, NI201£, and iSFC55tf 

The NI1010 and NI2010 Ethernet Communications 

Controllers shown in Figure 2.f, implemented by Interlan 

Corporation, provide two layers of the 051 Model, the 

Physical layer and tne Data link layer, NI1010 (1982), 

NI2010 (1932). In addition to the functions provided toy 

the NI1010 and NI2010 Controllers, the iSBC5?0 Ethernet 

Communications Controller shown in Figure 2.7 performs 

part, but not all, of the Network Layer protocol (next 

higher layer to the Data Link Layer of the OSI Reference 

Model). There is a MIP (Multibus Interproeessor Protocol) 

facility, residing on the iSBC555? Controller Board, 

through which the host computer talks t c  the Ethernet 

LAN Channel by exchanging messages within the shared 

memory on a Multi-bus S y s t e m  Bus. MIP actually performs 

Network Management issues. 
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2.1.3 REMOTE BOOTSTRAP and EOGT LOATER 

According to the OSI Reference Model, the 

Presentation Layer performs functions that are requested 

sufficiently often to warrant finding a general solution 

for them, rather than letting each user solve the pro'olerr.s. 

These functions can often he performed by library routines 

celled by the user. Most user programs do not exchange 

random binary bit strings? they exchange things such as 

people's names, city narr.es, dates, and amounts of money. 

The REMOTE PROCESS is the program to be downloaded as a 

bit stream of executaole code to the REMOTE NOBF. 

Up to this point, the only thing the user on the 

SMART NODE needs to knew is the network address of the 

REMOTE PROCESS to download, i.e. the Destination Address 

portion cf the I'thernet frame format. Also, the only 

thins the REMOTE NODE needs to knew is that the received 

REMOTE PROCESS is coming from the expected SMART NODE, 

i.e. from the expected Source Address. All these tasss 

are supposed to be done at the Network Layer of the OSI 

Reference Model. For this reason, the REMOTE BOOTSTRAP 

and EOOT LOADER actually perform, functions requested by 

the Network Layer only. 
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2.2 Software Residency 

Wether or not the host computer is intends tc talk 

with the network, the Ethernet Controller performs 

diagnostic tests when the host computer powers up, and 

then is ready for message traffic. The way the host 

computer talks to the Ethernet Controller differs from one 

implementation to another. The REMOTE BOOTSTRAP and BOOT 

LOADER perform the Network Layer only as we discussed in 

the preceeding section; thus the REMOTE BOOTSTRAP software 

can he linked and loaded in any area other than the area 

occupied by the REMOTE PROCESS or the Operating System. 

2.2.1 NI1010, NI2010 and LSI-11, PDP-11 family 

Normally, the REMOTE NOEE would not have en 

operating system, and the bootstrap can be anywhere in 

memory. As we discussed in 1.1.2, we implement the REMOTE 

BOOTSTRAP with either a PDP-11/44 or an LSI-11/23, which 

has mass storage devices and terminal with it, as the 

simulated REMOTE NODE. For demonstration purposes, the 

LSI-11/23 will be used as a REMOTE NODE. We have to 

consider the memory location of the Resident Operating 

System and the downloaded REMOTE PROCESS. 

For the RT-11 Operating System, the Resident 

Monitor, User Service Routines, Device Handlers, and the 

Keyboard Monitor are arranged in the highest memory just 



below the I/O page. The lowest memory (002-77? Octal) 

is reserved for the Trap Vectors, System Communication 

Area, and Interrupt Vectors. The best place for the 

P.EMOTE BOOTSTRAP is the area Just below the Keyboard 

Monitor which the user program can not norrrally reach. 

That way the downloaded REMOTE PROCESS can be treated 

as a usual user program (Normally starts fror the 

address of 1003 octal) (See Figure 2.8). 

Memory 
Address 
(octal) 
177777 

150000 

1 Z0i)00 

1000 

777 
0 

I/O Page 

Monitor 
Handlers 

User Service Routines 

BOOT LOADER/BOOTSTRAP 

REMOTE PROCESS 

Vectors and Traps 

Figure 2 . 3  PDP-11 and LSI-11 BOOTSTRAP Residency 



2 . 2 . 2  1SBC550 and 1SBC85/30 (See Figure 2.8) 

The iSBC86/30, which is a hare computer, is a 

REMOTE NODE. We may load the REMOTE BOOTSTRAP in ar.y 

location other than the area occupied by the downloaded 

REMOTE PROCESS. Our approach is to burn an EPROM with the 

absolute executable module of the REMOTE BOOTSTRAP, put 

the EPROK on iSPC86/30 board, then rrap the EPBOM in the 

lowest ROM memory (F0000H) as shown in Figure 2.9. With 

the I0C86 utility on the MDS machine, INTELfc (1982), the 

relocatable module of the REMOTE PROCESS can be assigned 

to a certain memory location, assigned by the user, to 

form an absolute load module of the REMOTE PROCESS. 

The loader on the MDS machine always loads the 

executable module in the memory area, somewhere around 

50000H, Just above the iNDX operating system which 

supports the execution of the propram on 8086 or 8088 

microprocessors. Figure 2.10 shows the system memory 

allocation and BOOT LOADER residency. 
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Figure 2.9 BOOTSTRAP Residency (in iSBC96/30) 
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Fieure 2.10 BOOT LOADER (in MDS) 



CHAPTER 3 

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION 

The discussions in chapter 2 showed that both the 

REMOTE BOOTSTRAP and the BOOT LOADER perform as an 

interface between a host computer or PE and the Ethernet 

Communications Controller. 

3.1 Overall Block Diagram 

As we have mentioned in Section 1.1.3, the REMOTE 

PROCESS program is created and the executable module of 

the REMOTE PROCESS is developed on the host computer at 

the SMART NODE. The BOOT LOADER aevides (disassembles) 

the REMOTE PROCESS code into packets which suit the size 

of the transmit buffer and sends the packets one after 

another to the network interface. The packets are then 

transmitted to the REMOTE NODE. After sending out each 

packet, the BOOT LOADER waits for an acknowledgement 

signal from the REMOTE NODE to make sure that the packet 

has been received by the REMOTE NODE correctly. When the 

last packet of the REMOTE PROCESS code is sent, an 

independant packet is constructed with the execution 

command and entry point of the REMOTE PROCESS to tell the 

REMOTE NODE to execute the REMOTE PROCESS. 
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The REMOTE BOOTSTRAP receives the packets, which 

the network interface received over the coaxial cable, 

and stores (reassembles) them in the memory location 

piggybacked on the received packets. After each packet is 

received, the REMOTE BOOTSTRAP sends an acknowledgement, 

either positive or negative, to the BOOT LOADER to tell 

whether the packet was received correctly. When the 

packet which ircludes the execution command and the entry 

point of the REMOTE PROCESS is received, the REMOTE NODE 

starts executing the REMOTE PROCESS by simply jumping to 

the entry point of the REMOTE PROCESS. 

Figure 3.1 outlines the role the REMOTE BOOTSTRAP 

and BOOT LOADER play in the overall logical architecture 

of the Ethernet LAN. 

REMOTE N0EE 

HOST 
REMOTE PROCESS Execution 

1 

REMOTE BOOTSTRAP 
REMOTE PROCESS 

Receiving 
—1 

NETWORK INTERFACE 

SMART NODE 

HOST 
REMOTE PROCESS Codine 

i i 
< 

BOOT LOADER 
REMOTE PROCESS 

Downloading 

i  
1 ' 

NETWORK INTERFACE 

I 
Figure 3.1 Overall Logical Diagram 
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3.2 Programming Interface 

INTERLAN and INTEL implemented the Ethernet 

Communications Controller in a quite different way. In 

order to communicate with the Ethernet LAN correctly, 

first we have to get into details of the Ethernet 

Controller's functioning. 

The host asks for communications by writing 

command request and parameters onto the controller and 

varifys the result of the command execution by testing 

the value returned by the Ethernet Controller. The 

programming interface is the places where the command 

requests and parameters are writen to and the value is 

returned. 

3.2.1 NI1010 and NI2010 

The NI1010 and NI2010 Ethernet Controllers 

implement the programming interface with a hardware 

approach by having four UNIBUS or CBUS registers mapped in 

the I/O page, namely: 

1. Command and Status Register (CSR). 

2. Buffer Address Register (EAR). 

3. Byte Count Register (BCR). 

4. Buffer Address Extension Register (EER). 

The comunication can be done by writing the 

particular commend code into CSR after the parameters are 

put into BAR, BCR, and/or BER. 



Appendix A shows the NI1010 and NI2010 command 

function codes. tfe will describe later in more details 

only those command codes we will apply for our REMOTE 

BOOTSTRAP and BOOT LOADER. 

Appendix B shows the NI1010 and NI2010 command 

status codes which will be returned by the NI1012 or 

NI2010 Controller after the requested comand code has been 

executed. 

CSR. Figure 3.2 shows the bit arrangement of CSP. 

The details follow: 

1. Command Function Code: This is a write-only 

field. The command function codes in Appendix A 

are writen to this field one at a time. When 

this field is writen the command is executed by 

the Ethernet Controller. 

2. CMD TONE (Command Lone): This is a read-only bit 

and is set by the NI1010 cr NI2010 Controller when 

a command has been completed by the NI2010. It is 

reset to zero when CSR<7:0> is read by the host. 

3. CKD IF (Command Done Interrupt Enable): Writing 

a one to this bit enable an interrupt request when 

CMD DONE becomes set. 

4. RCV DONE (Receive DMA Done): This bit is set to 

one by by the NI1010 or NI2010 Controller after 

the last byte of a received frame has been 



transfered or the last byte in the buffer has 

been loaded. 

5. RCV IE (Receive DMA Done Interrupt Enable): 

Writing a one bit enables an interrupt request 

when the RCV DONE bit is set to one. 

6. Comand Status Code: The Command Status Codes 

shown in Appendix B are returned to this field 

when CMD DONE is set tc one. 

BAR, BCE, BER. According to the Ethernet 

Specifications, only the data frame size of 45 - 1500 

bytes, not including 18 bytes of frame header, can be 

transmitted, Ethernet (1982). 

W V V W W W V W R R V R R V R R R R  

1 COMMAND 1 CMD CMD RCV RCV 
l 1 i 
COMMAND 

117 116 FUNCTION CODE 
1 1 1 1 1 

D IE D IE STATUS CODE 
1 1 1 

15 8 7 0 

R : Read-only 

W : Write-only 

Rtf : Read and Write 

IE : Interrupt Enable 

CMD D : Command Done 

Figure 3.2 Command an! Status Register 
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The NI1210 or NI2010 transmits a frame by removing 

the data from the OBUS buffer with the starting address 

specified by the BAR and the buffer length specified by 

the ICE. Figure 3.3 shows the frame format in the UNIBUS 

or OBUS buffer for transmission. Similiarly, the NI1010 

cr NI201G Controller passes the data to the host by 

loading the data byte by byte into the UNIBUS or OBUS 

buffer vith the starting address specified by the EAR 

and the buffer length secified by the BCR. Figure 3.4 

shows the frame format received in the UNIBUS or QBUS 

buffer. 

The BEE, which is used for specifying 22 bits 

UNIBUS or CBUS address, is rarely used in our case. 

3.2.2 iSBC55£ 

Instead a of hardware approach, 1SBC550 Ethernet 

Controller implements the programming interface with a 

hardware/software integration approach by using the MIF 

(Multibus Interprocessor Protocol) facility ROM running 

or. the Controller Board. 

The External Data Link (EEL), a task that runs on 

the iSEC5£0 Ethernet Controller, is provided to enable 

tasks running on the station host to control some of the 

Data Link Layer functions of the Ethernet Controller. 

The host makes a request of the iSEC550 Ethernet 
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•-BAR+0 

+2 

+4 

+6 

+8 

«-BAR+BCR-2 

•*-BAR+BCR 

Figure 3.3 Transmit Frame Format (NI1010 and NI2010) 
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+20 
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Undefined CEC<0:?> 

; 
«-BAR+BCP-
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Figure 3.4 Receive Frame Format (NI1010 and NI2010; 
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Controller by transferring a fixed format request block, 

at the Multibus communication area, to the EDL through 

the viIP facilities. The EDL receives a request block, 

interprets and performs it, then returns the request 

Mock to the MIP port specified in the RESPONSE SOCKET 

field. 

Figure 3.5 illustrates the general format of a 

request block which field are explained below: 

1. RESERVED - The first 12 bytes of every request 

block are reserved for use by the Ethernet 

Controller. 

2. PROCESS ID - This field is reserved for use by 

the MIP facility runing or the Controller Board. 

3. COMMAND - Fill this with the identifier of the 

function requested of EDI. 

4. RESULT - Filled by EDL to indicate the outcome of 

the request. 

5. RESPONSE SOCKET - Enter the address of the MIP 

port to which EDL should return the request block 

when finished executing request. 

6. BODY OF REQUEST - The length and r.eaning of this 

area depends on the contents of the command field. 

Actually the MIP ROM running or the Controller 

Board handles the command request blocks within the 

communication area which can be reconfigured depending on 

the type of processor the host has. 



To pass a command request block simply move the 

desired corrmand request block into the communication area 

and then write a value of 02H to the interrupt port, 

so-called wake-up port, of the controller. 

The Comrrand Request Blocks are collected in Appendix 

C. We will describe in more details o n l y  those Command 

Request Blocks we will apply to our REMOTE BOOTSTRAP and 

BOOT LOADER. 

1 BYTE 1 BYTE 
- A -

LOW 
ADDRESS 

(RESERVED) 

PROCES IS ID-

COMMAND RESULT 

RESPONS] ; SOCKET 

BODY OF RESULT 

> 12 EYTES 

.- >> VARIABLE 
LENGTH 

HI3B ADDRESS 

Figure 3.5 General Format of The Request Block 
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3.3 Functional Operation 

As previously mentioned, the LAN vendors supply 

the hardware and/or software for the lower layers of the 

OSI Reference Model and the users develop the software 

for the hieher layers for their particular communications. 

The NI1010, NI2010, and 1SBC552 Ethernet Communications 

Controllers are Hire this. Mere than an interface 

between the host computer or FE and the Ethernet 

Controller, both the REMOTE BOOTSTRAP and FOOT LOADER 

have to deal with the Ethernet Controller Initialization, 

Memory Management, Channel Connection, Flow Control, 

Error Control, and REMOTE PROCESS Execution, etc. 

Appendix D and E illustrate the Logic Diagram of 

the REMOTE EOOTSTRAP and the BOOT LOADER respectively. 

In addition, a Pascal-like pseudo coded program, 

in Appendix F, outlines the REMOTE BOOTSTRAP functions. 

Another pseudc coded program, in appendix G, explains the 

functions performed by the BOOT LOADER. The actual 

implementations of BOOT LOADER and REMOTE BOOTSTRAP are 

written in MACRO-11 (for LSI-11/23 and PDP-11/44 

machines), and PL/M-86 (for 1APX36 family machines). 

Pascal pseudocode was chosen here for explanation because 

of its relative simplicity, clarity, and its general 

acceptance. Both pseudo coded programs are a sequence 



of procedure calls. Since the implementation cf the 

entitled functions of the procedures are actually written 

in either MACEO-11 or PL/M-86, they are declared as 

external. The procedure names decribe the function of 

the procedure. 

3.3.1 NI1010 and NI2010 

The NI1010 and NI2010 Ethernet Communications 

Controllers, as shown in Figure 2.5, implemented by 

Interlan Corporation, provide two layers of the 051 Model, 

the Physical Layer and the Tata Link Layer, NI1010 (1982), 

NI2010 (1992) . 

The Physical Layer implements Ethernet Physical 

Channel Functions: 

1. Transmits and Heceives 10 mbps bit-streams with 

electrical and timing spedfinatiors compatible 

for direct connection to an Ethernet Transceiver 

Uni t. 

2. Performs the required frame synchronization 

functions and Manchester encoding'decoding of 

the bit-streams. 

The Tata Link Layer implements Ethernet Data Link 

Layer functions: 

1. Formats frames and performs the CSMA/CI) (Carrier 

Sense, Multiple Access with Collision Detection 

Protocol) transmit link management functions 
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required to successfully deliver frames onto the 

network. (We are not concerned with the details 

of these functions here.) 

2. When not transmitting a frame, it continuously 

listens to the network for frame traffic intended 

for this node. (Only frames with matching 

address are accepted by the controller for 

subsequent transfer to the host OPUS systerr.) 

3. Performs Physical, Multicast-Group, and Eroadcast 

address recognition. 

4. Performs CPC (Cyclic Redundancy Check) generation 

and checking, Ethernet (1932), Appendix C. 

3.3.2 iSBC550 (See Figure 2.7) 

In addition to the functions provided by NI1010 

and NI201E Controllers, the iSBC550 Ethernet Corrur.ications 

Controller performs part, but not all, of Network Layer 

(the next higher layer to the Fata Link Layer of the OSI 

Reference Mod el). 

There is a MIF (Multibus Interprocessor Protocol) 

facility, residing on iSBC550 Controller Board, through 

which the host computer talks to the Ethernet LAN Channel 

by exchanging messages within the shared memory on Multi

bus System Bus. MIP actually performs Network Management 

issues. 
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3.3.3 REMOTE EOOTSTRA? and BOOT LOADER Routines 

As shown in Figure 3.6, the following components 

form the major part of the REMOTE BOOTSTRAP and BOOT 

LOADER. 

Ethernet Controller Initialization. The Ethernet 

Controller is always to be reset first, then soire desired 

hardware functions can be set up before being used. 

The NI1010 ana N12010 Controllers are easily 

reset by writing the value of 77 (octal) into the COMMAND 

FUNCTION CODE field on the GSR end testing for a one bit 

set in the CMD TONE bit on the C3R. The desired hardware 

function is the SET INSERT SOURCi ADDRESS MODE which 

causes the Controller to insert its 5-byte physical 

address into the packet header every tire it sends cut a 

packet. Similarly, writing the value of 15 (octal) into 

COMMAND FUNCTION CODE field and testing for a one bit set 

in the CMD DONE bit on the CSR performs the command. 

(Refer to Figure 3.2, Appendix A, and Appendices H and I.) 

For the iSEC550 Controller, writing a value of 01E 

tc the wake-up port will reset the Controller. Since we 

are using the 8086 processor in the MDS, the communication 

area has to be configured starting from 2f020H to prevent 

overlapping with the iNDX operating system code. 

As for the 1SEC36/30 bare computer, the communication 

area could be configured at the user's convenience. 

Moving the PRESENCE command block to this communication 
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area and writing a 02E to the wake-up-port, then testing 

the response byte of the command block for a non-zero 

value makes sure that the Controller presents. The 

Ethernet Controller can be initialized by moving the 

START command block, filled with sufficient information 

for the Controller, to the communication area and writing 

a 02H to the wake-up-port. 

Set Buffer Addresses and Lengths. For cutting down 

the network o v e r h e a d  and speeding up the downloading, the 

REMOTE PROCESS is split up into packets, each having the 

allowed longest size of 150 0  bytes. Eut for saving time, 

the allowed shortest size of a 45 byte packet is chosen for 

the Acknowledgement frame. To prevent mixing up the 

PEMOTE PROCESS codes and the Acknowlegement frames, the 

Transmit Buffer (XMITJBUF) and Receive Buffer (KCV_BTJF) 

are declared separately. 

For both the REMOTE BOOTSTRAP and the BOOT LOALEF, 

procedures SET_RCV_BUF_ADLP.J23S and SET_RCV_IUF_LEN&TH will 

be called before a Receive Command is issued, and 

procedures SET_XMIT_BUF_ADDRESS and SI-T_I WIT_EDF_IEN3TH 

will be called before the Transmit Command is issued. 

Disassemble and Reassemble the REMOTE PROCESS 

Codes. The REMOTE PROCESS is actually a sequence of 

machine codes and was disassembled at the SMART NODE. The 

BOOT LOADER piggybacks the calculated destination memory 
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location for the current packet to each download packet. 

Upon the receipt of a packet at the REMOTE NOPE, the 

RFMOTE STRAP reassembles the REMOTE PROCESS by recognizing 

the piggy—backed destination mercery location snd moving 

the received packet from the Receive Buffer to the 

destination memory location. 

GFT_START_OF_REMOTE_PROCESS_CODE, GET_DESTINATION_ 

MEMORY_LOCATION, and MOVE_REMOTE_PROCESS_CODE_TO_ 

DESTINATION are the procedures that actually io it. 

Execute the REMOTE PROCESS. When the BOOT LOADER 

finds, by calculation, the end of REMOTE PROCESS, it 

constructs the last packet with both the Entry Point of 

the REMOTE PROCESS and the Start Comand Type. 

Upon the realization of the Start Command Type in 

the incoming packet, the REMOTE BOOTSTRAP will recognize 

the Entry Point of the REMOTE PROCESS in the same packet. 

Then the REMOTE EOOTSTRAP starts executing the REMOTE 

PPOCESS by simply jumping to the Entry Point of the 

REMOTE PROCESS. 

GET_END_0F_REM0TE_PR0CESS_C0rE, INSERT_TYPE(START_ 

COMMAND), GET_REMOTE_PftOCESS_ENTfiif_POINT, and JUMP_TO_ 

REMOTE_PROCESS_ENTRY_POINT procedures will perform these 

functions. 

The Entry Point and the length of the REMOTE 

PROCESS can be obtained from the linked map file. Appendix 

H shows an example map file of a very small REMOTE PROCESS. 
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3.3.4- Connectivity 

Once the SET INSEFT SOURCE ADDRESS MODE is 

initialized, the NI1010 or NI2010 will insert its physical 

address into the packet before transmission. The EDL 

running on iSBC550 Board also inserts its Data-Link Address 

into to the Command aequest Block before transmission. 

To assure the channel connection between the particular 

SMART NODE and REMOTE NODE, the BOO? LOA.DER inserts the 

physical address of the REMOTE NODE when transmitting and 

checks the source address of the REMOTE NOD 7!: when 

receiving, and so does the REMOTE NODE, ilhen ?et Receive 

All Multicast Packets Mode is clear, the Ethernet 

Controller hardware provides an address recognition scheme 

which receives a packet only if the Destination Address 

field of the packet matches its physical address. 

Furthermore, Immediate Acknowlegement, Retransmit 

Request, Retransmission, and Tire Out schemes are applied 

to assure the channel connectivity. 

Each time the REMOTE NOIE receives a packet, it 

will Acknowlege the BOOT LOADER immediately with either 

Positive Acknowlegement (for a good packet) or Retransmit 

Request (for a damaged packet, detailed discussion in later 

setcion), Tanenbaum. (1982). 

After a packet has been transmitted, the BOOT 

LOADER starts waiting for the Acknowlegement frame from 

the REMOTE BOOTSTRAP. If a Positive Acknowlegement is 
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received, the BOOT LOADER starts transmitting the scheduled 

next packet. If the received Acknowlegement frame is a 

Retransmit_Type, the BOOT LOADER sends out the current 

packet once again. 

If the BOOT LOADER does not receive any 

Acknowlegement within a certain time period, it will assume 

that either the transmitted packet or the Acknowlegement 

fraire is destroyed and retransmits the current packet. 

In case the Acknowlegement frame is lost wnile the 

transmitted packet is successful, the retransmitted packet 

will be duplicated, hut it does not matter because the 

destination memory location is always pigey-backed onto 

the current packet. 

If the retransmission has been repeated certain 

times for the same packet, one of the following 

posibilities is assumed, and the BOOT LOADER will 

eventually time out: 

1. Busy Network (Although it never happens in CERL, 

we still have to consider for the general purpose.) 

2. Noisy Channel causes either the transmitted packet 

or the Acknowlegement frame destroyed or completely 

lost. 

3. A Dead REMOTE NODE. 
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3.3.5 Flow Control 

Upon receipt of a packet, the REMOTE BOOTSTRAP 

needs time to get the received packet and to process it. 

Also the ability of processing data varies from station 

to station on the LAN. To prevent the SMART NOEE from 

flooding the REMOTE NODE with data faster than the later 

is able to process it, it might be possible for us to 

simply insert a delay into the BOOT LOABEP to slow its 

transmission down sufficiently to keep from swamping the 

REMOTE BOOTSTRAP. 

Since the Ethernet LA.N is not guaranteed error-

free, however, these problems Tay be solved at the saire 

time with the Acknowlegement Frame, which is provided 

for Flow Control. Since the REMOTE PROCFSS is a complete 

module, the downloading is end-to-end, and the Stop-and-

Wait, flow control mechanism is applied, Tarenbaum (1982). 

3.3.6 Error Control 

The Ethernet Controller hardware includes some 

features to detect errors on the physical channel during 

transmission or reception ar:c returns the commara 

execution result, showing either success or any error 

detected, to the programming interface. The NI1010 and 

NI201Z Controllers return the result to the COMMAND STATUS 

C O r F  field on CSR while the iSPC550 Controller returns 

the result to the RESULT byte in the command request blocs. 



It is the Network layer's responsibility to take 

action corresponding to each kind of returned result. 

We will discard packets with any kind of error detected 

during downloading, because any type of error will cause 

the REMOTE PROCESS to work incorrectly. 

Together with the flow control problem, we apply 

an Acknowlegement protocol with a simplex stop-and-wait 

irechanisrr for the error control. In addition, the tirre 

out scheme is provided to terminate the downloading when 

the saire error occurs repeatedly. 



CHAPTER 4 

EXAMPLE APPLICATION PROGRAMS 

Two implementations of both the BOO? LOADER and the 

REMOTE BOOTSTRAP and two REMOTE PROCESS examples are 

presented in this Chapter. For the convenience of 

development, the bootstrap programs are written in MACRO-11 

'for PDP-11/4-4 ani LSI-11/23 machines) and PL/M-86 (for 

iAPX family machines) respectively. The REMOTE PROCESS 

could be in any language convenient for developing the 

particular algorithm on the machire. The REMOTE PROCESS 

examples are written in FORTRAN and PL/M-36 respectively. 

4.1 REMOTE PROCESS Examples 

The first REMOTE PROCESS example, which is a very 

small FOPTP.AN program called KSEFTN shown in Appendix I, 

is created, compiled, and linked on PDP-11/44 computer 

which performs as the SMART NODE. The prorram is linked 

without ar.y options so that the absolute executable module 

is allocated starting from 1002 (octal) where the user 

program is normally placed. The executable code will be 

transmitted from PDP-11/44 over the Ethernet to the 

ISI-11/23 and executed, on the LSI-11/23 computer. 
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The second REMOTE PROCESS example, written ic 

PL/M-86, is called remoteiprocess and is shown in 

Appendix J. It was created, corpiled, and linied on 

MDS rrachine. For the purpose r f reccgnizir? the entry 

point of the program, we use the IDCB5 utility to create 

the allocated load module of the ?E M0?E PROCESS. 

4.2 MACRO-11 Examples 

As previously mentioned, the NI101C and M2012 

Ethernet LAN interfaces are implemented with trapped 

registers for their programming interface mechanise. 

It is more convenient for the users to implement the 

Client Layers with a rrachine oriented algorithm. Thus 

hoth the EOOT LOADER and the REMOTE BOOTSTRAP are written 

ir MACRO-11 for running on the PDP-11/44 ar,3 L3I-11/23 

machines. 

The first MACRO-11 example, the BOOT LOADER called 

MPT44. shown in Appendix K, is developed on the PTP-11/44 

computer and is intended tc transmit the REMOTE PROCESS 

from the PDP-11/44, to the.LS 1-11/23. The REMOTE PROCESS 

is then executed on the LSI-11/23 computer. The algorithm 

and design methodology are mentioned as comments in the 

MFT44 program. The program is linked with the /BOT:100000 

option so that the executable module is allocated starting 

from 10000? (octal) just helow RT-11 operating systems, 

handlers, and monitors (refer to Figure 2.8). 
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For implementing the BOOT LOADER, a PDP-11/44 

system command file named IOAD.COM is created as follows: 

.GET KSHFTN 

.GET MFT44 

.START 100000 

The GET KSHFTN command loads the KSHFTN module, through the 

system buffer, into the memory area starting from 1000 

(octal). The GET MPT44 command loads the MPT44 module, 

through the system buffer, irto memory area starting from 

100000 foetal). The START 100000 command runs MPT44 

program, the BOOT LOADER, which will transmit the KSFFTN 

module residing at 1003 (octal) through the Ethernet 

coaxial cable. Enter 0LOA.L to implement the BOOT LOADiR. 

The second MACRO-11 example, the REMOTE BOOTSTRAP 

called MFE23 shown in Appendix L, running or; LSI-11/23, 

is intended for receiving the REMOTE PROCESS, which is 

transmitted from PDP-11/44 over the Ethernet coaxial cable, 

and executing the REMOTE PROCESS. The algorithm and design 

methodology are also mentioned as comments in MPE2^ program. 

Like the MPT44, the MPE23 program is linked with the 

/'BOT: 100002 option so that the MPB23 program will reside in 

the memory area corresponding to the MPT44 in the PDP-11/44 

computer. 

To implement the REMOTE BOOTSTRAP, Just simply 

enter .RUN MPB23 to run the program. 

The above mentioned two examples can be implemented 

in reverse, the PDP-11/44 as the REMOTE NODE and the 



the LSI-11/23 as the SMART NODS, by exchanging the source 

and destination physical addresses in both the BOOT LOADER 

and the REMOTE BOOTSTRAP programs. 

4.3 PI/M-86 Examples 

As mentioned in Section 3.2.2, the iSBC550 Ethernet 

Controller implements the programming interface with a 

herdware/software integration approach by using the MIF 

facility for the comunications between the iSBC550 board 

and other processor boards on the multibus system bus. 

The development of implementation of both the BOOT LOADER 

and REMOTE EOOTSTRAP will depend cn the implemented MIP 

facility. The iSEC550 Ethernet Controller is supplied 

with a MIP facility ROM on board. Several MIP facility 

examples, which can run on user processor boards on the 

multibus system bus, are provided in the Ethernet 

Controller Programmer's Reference Manual, INTFLa (1981), 

Appendix B and Appendix C. 

A MIP facility, called XMX, which is implemented 

in this project is mentioned in Appendix M. 

The first PL/M-86 example, an Ethernet Controller 

initialization program called CONTROLI£R$INIT shown in 

Appendix N, is prepared for the use of both the BOOT 

LOADER and the REMOTE BOOTSTRAP in PL/M-B6. 
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The second PL/M-86 example is the BOOT LOADER. 

The program includes a definitions file narked blrdef.p86, 

a library routines named blr$library, and a main program 

called boot$loader all shown in Appendix 0. The BOOT 

LOADER will run on the 1SBC85/30 single board computer 

to transmit the REMOTE PROCESS to the MDS machine. 

The third FL/M-86 example is the REMOTE BOOTSTRAP. 

The program includes a definitions file named bspdef.p86, 

a library file named bsp$library, and the main program 

called remote$bootstrap all shown in Appendix P. The 

program is prepared to run on the MTS machine to receive 

the REMOTE PROCESS and execute the REMOTE PROCESS. 



CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSION 

The principle of a program wnich loads and executes 

other programs through a communications interface has been 

successfully demonstrated within this Thesis and we have 

learned a lot. In this chapter, we would like to summarize 

our achievements and lessons. 

5.1 Advantages and Disadvantages 

It has been said that different communications 

interfaces and different protocols lead us to different 

application developments and achievements. 

5.1.1 Simpliciity, Cost, and Expandibility 

As has been previously mentioned, the NI1010 ana 

NI2010 Communications Controllers implement by mapping 

registers within the I/O page of the UNIEUS or QBUS 

while the iSBC550 Controller implements the programming 

interface by running the MIP facility on the controller 

board. It is simpler for the user to develop the Client 

Layer protocols for communications with NI1010 and NI2B12 

Controllers. 

4? 



Passing messages between MIP's not noly causes 

the complexity of developing corrmuni cat ions software to 

increase tut also takes time. Hence, running a single 

task for Ethernet communications with the iSBC550 

Controller is much more expensive than with the NI1010 

or NI2010 Controller. 

Contrerily, the communications mechanism, among MIP 

facilities running on the host processors at the same 

station on the network, provides the host the capability of 

communications concerned with multitasking and distributed 

computation. 

5.1.? Media Access Protocols 

Since the Ethernet LAN implements the Link 

Management Protocol with Contention Resolution (CSMA/CB 

Collision Handling scheme), all PE's on the Ethernet need 

not share the network overhead. But when the physical 

channel becomes busy the Ethernet LAN can be overloaded 

very quickly and there will be no guaranteed minimum 

throughput of the network. Thus care must be taken if 

Real-time execution is required by the downloading of the 

REMOTE PROCESS and the number of PE's on the Ethernet LAN 

is enough to lower down the throughput. 

With the Token Passing media access protocol, each 

PE on the network has to receive the token, hold end process 

the token, and either pass or keep the token. Though each 



PE on the network has to share the network overhead of 

holding, processing, and passing the token, the Token 

Passing Frotccol has guaranteed minimal throughput for 

the LAN. Thus the Token Passing scheme can be utilized 

as an alternative media access protocol for busy LANs. 

5.2 Potential Application Areas 

The installation of a LAN could be arranged such 

that all nodes, except the one which performs the SMART 

NODE, are REMOTE NODES each having reprogrammable functions, 

The reprogrammable functions may have the form of a Device 

Handler, a Control Program, a Testing Program, an Operating 

System, a Simulation Program, etc. These reprogrammable 

functions will be downloaded from the SMART NODE to the 

DEMOTE NODES via a REMOTE BOOTSTRAP which is in a ROM 

running at each REMOTE NODE. 

5.2.1 Automatic Test Equipment 

A collection of test equipment is so arranged that 

that each piece of test equipment is a REMOTE NODE on the 

network and the SMART NODE is a computer which collects 

all kinds of necessary testing programs for the test 

equipment. The functions of each piece of test equipment 

can be changed by simply downloading a different test 

program from the SMART NODE. The installation of certain 

intelligence at the SMART NODE, which is to decide the 
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function of each piece of test equipment at any moment, 

will make the testing system automated. 

5.2.2 Laborary Automation 

A network of small computers and PE's will allow 

the experimenters to set up REMOTE NODE's, to control the 

REMOTE NODE's, and to have the REMOTE NODE's collect data, 

process data, simulate events, and send significant data 

back to the SMART NODE's. The installation of such REMOTE 

NODEs at remote places, like the top of a mountain, deep 

in the ocean, or far out in space, where it is inconvenient 

or impossible for humans tc reach, to allow continual data 

collections or events simulations will become a very 

practical approach of laborary automation. 

5.2.3 Factory Automation 

Imagine that the automated factory consists of a 

network composed by integrating each site station as a PE 

on the network. The function of decision making is a 

SMART NODE on the network. 

According to a conditional time scheduled sequence, 

the SMART NODE is able to initialize and control each site 

station, to allow messages to be passed among related site 

stations, to request a sub-function by sending interactive 

commands to particular site stations, or to download a new 

environment or function to the particular site stations. 



For example, in an autometed assembly line for cars, 

computers might be able to change from one model to 

another by downloading the corresponding control 

functions and testing functions to each site station 

very quickly an correctly from a well scheduled main 

frame without individual human intervention. 



APPENDIX A 

NI1010 AND NI2020 COMMAND FUNCTION C ODES 

COMMAND 
COEE 

(octal) 
COMMAND FUNCTION 

STATUS 
CODE 

RETURNED 
(octal) 

00 Reserved 02 

01 Set Module Interface Loopback Mole 00 

02 Set Internal Loopback Mode 00 

03 Clear Loopback Mode 00 

04 Set Promiseuous Receive Mode 00 

05 Clear Promiseuous Receive Mode 00 

06 Set Receive-On-Error Mode 00 

0? Clear F.eceive-On-Error Mode 00 

10 Go Offline 00 

11 Go Online 00 

12 Run On-board Diagnostics 00,02,03, 
04 ,05* 

13-14 Reserved 02 

15 Set Insert Source Address Mode 00 

16 Clear Insert Source Address Mode 00 

17 Set Physical Address to Tefault 00 

20 Set Receive All Multicast Packets 00 

21 Clear Receive All Multicast Packets 00 

22-27 Reserved 

c r> 

02 
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STATUS 
COMMAND CODE 
CODE COMMAND FUNCTION RETURNED 

(octal) (octal) 

3Z Report ani Reset Statistics 00,17 

31 Report Collision Delay Tifles 32,17 

32 Reserved (Maintenance) 00,17 

33-37 Reserved 02 

40 Supply Receive Buffer 00,17 

41-47 Reserved Undefined 

50 load Transmit Data 00,05,17 

51 Load Transtrit Data and Send 00,01 ,03,04 
05,06,10,17 

52 load Group Address(es) 00,05,12,17 

53 Delete Group Address(es) 00,05,12,17 

54 Load Physical Address 00,12,17 

55-57 Reserved 02 

60 Flush Receive BAR/ECR Queue 00 

61-67 Reserved Undefined 

70-76 Reserved Undefined 

7? Reset 00,01* 

* Note: These are diagnostic status codes not command 
status codes. They have a different meaning 
than that found in Appendix P. 



CODE 

NI1010 AND 

(octal) 

APPENDIX P 

N12010 COMMAND STATUS CODES 

COMMAND STATUS 

00 Success 

01 Success With Retries 

02 Illegal Command 

03 Inappropriate Command 

04 Failure 

05 Buffer Size Exceeded 

06 Frame Too Small 

B7 Reserved 

10 Excessive Collisions 

11 Reserved 

12 Buffer Alignment Error 

13-16 Reserved 

1? Non-Existent Memory 
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APPENDIX C 

COPLAND RECUEST BLOCKS FOR iSBC550 CONTROLLER 

COMMAHO - 01H 

RESPONSE 

TEST RESULT 

most swymf' 
cant Byt«; 

(kMt 
eart byto) 

PRESENCE Request Elock 

RESERVED FOR 

1 
COMM<IC - 03H 

RESULT 

wsMNsesocxrr 

MULTICAST AOCffcSS 

ADDMCID Request Block 

08h 

response 

destfr 
adof 

iat)on 

«ss 

data to be sent 

oata echoed 

RESenveD FOR r  v- p ; 
•s 1 

COMMANO - 04H 

RESULT 

RESPONSE SOCKET 

MULTICAST ADORESS 

ECHO Request Block DELETEMCID Request Block 
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COMMAND - 02H 

-
host st 

adofl 

arting 

ess 

(Off) 

(b«M) 

-
communication board 

starting address 

(off) 

(Mm) 

load length 

execution sta 
(offl 

tt1ng address 
*!> 

DEVICE COUNT 

tws device 

reserved 

10to APEA 
DESCRIPTION 

reserved for 

1 
COMMA*® - 01H 

RESULT 

RESPONSE .SOCKET 

TYPE 

• repeat for 

• each ios up 

i to a CONNECT Request Block 

DEVICE ID 

STATUS 

rod to communication board 
pointer 

rod from 
pointer 

interrupt type 

interrupt adoress 

reserved for 
m1p 

repeat for 
eao device 

«» 

1 
command - 02h 

result 

responsi socket 

type 

START Request Block DISCONNECT Request Block 
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RESERVED PON 

COMMANO - 05H 

RESULT 

ftESPONSI .SOCKET 

length 

EXTENSION POINTER 
r 16 b«t») 

D3-0 

EXTENSION POINTER 
arMr a brts* 

EXTENSION LENGTH 

oestinattcn 

AOOftESS 

SOURCE 
A0OPESS 

* 

TYPE 

* DATA 

14 arm 

RESEflVED FOR 
mp 

T_ 

4*1S00 
BYTES 

COMMANO - 04H 

RESPONSE SOCXET 

LENGTH 

— 
DESTINATION 

— 

-
ADDRESS 

-

— 
SOUFLCE 

— 

-
AOOFLESS 

-

TYPE 

> DATA 

T 

46-1500 
BYTES 

TRANSMIT Request Block SUPPLYBUF Request Block 



APPENDIX D 

BOOT LOADER LOGICAL DIAGRAM 

Ethernet Controller 
Initialization 

Fetch memory location 
of current packet 

Fetch current packet 
of REMOTE PROCESS 

Pieeytoack datatype 

Set Max. Repetitions 

--BYceed 
Repetitions ? 

Set Timer 

Send current packet 

END 

Noisy Channel 
lead REMOTE NOEE 

Acknovleired ? 
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—Endcrf— 
EMOTE PROCESS 

END 

Set Tiir.er 

Send packet 

Set Max. 
Kepetiti ons 

Adjust to next packet 

Fetch Entry Point 
of REMOTE PROCESS 
piggyback run$type 



APPENDIX E 

REMOTE BOOTSTRAP LOGICAL DIAGRAM 

.orrect Source 

lire 

END 

Receive a 
Packet Send a 

Negative 
Ackmnt 

(TTP.ETE) 

Reassemble 
reved packet 
into memory 

Send a Positive 
Acknovlecement 

(TYP.ACK) 

Ethernet Controller 
Initializetion 

Juirp to Entry Point 
to execute the 
REMOTE PROCESS 

Fetch Entry Point 
of REMOTE PROCESS 

Packet 
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APPENDIX F 

REMOTE EOOTSTRAP PSEUDO CODE 

PROGRAM REMOTE_EOOTSTRAP(INPUT,OUTPUT) ; 

LAPEL: CONTINUE , START ? 

VAR TRUE, FALSE, ERROR: INTEGER; 
TYPE, DATA_TYPE, START_COMVAND: INTEGER? 
ACKNOWL-S&EJTYPE, KJ3?RANSMIT_TYPE: INTEC-ER; 

PROCEDURE INI?IALIZE_ETHERNET_CONTROLLERJ EXTERNAL; 

PROCEDURE 5ET_XMIT_EUF_ADDRESS; EXTERNAL; 

PR0CELURE S ?T_XMI T_Bl Ty_LENGTH? EXTERNAL? 

PROCEDURE SET_RCV_BUF_ADDRESS? EXTERNAL? 

PROCEDURE SET_RCV_EU?_LENGTE? EXTERNAL; 

PROCEDURE I SSl TE_R ECEI VE_COMMAND ? EXTERNAL? 

PROCEDURE VAIT_FOR_RECEIVE_DONE? EXTERNAL? 

PROCEDURE VARIFY_SOURCE_ADDRESS: INTEGET ? EXTERNAL? 

PROCEDURE VARIFY_COMMANB_STATUS: INTEGER; EXTERNAL; 

PROCEDURE SET_7ARIFY_BU?_ADDRESS J EXTERNAL; 
PROCEDURE SET_VAR I?Y_BUF_LEf\iGlET ? EXTERNAL! 

PROCEDURE ACKNOWLEGE(ACK_TYPF: INTEGFR ) ? EXTERNAL? 

PROCEDURE GET_BESTINATION_MEMORY_LOCATION ? EXTERNAL? 

PROCEDURE SET_5ATRT_0}_REMOTE_PROCESS_CODE? EXTERNAL? 

PROCEDURE MOVEJtEMOTE PROCESS_CODE_TO_DESTINAT ION ? 
EXTERNAL? 

PROCEDURE VARIFY_DATA_TYPE: INTEGER? EXTERNAL? 

PROCEDURE GET_REMOTE_PROCESS_ENTRY_POINT J EXTERNAL? 

PROCEDURE JUMP_TO_REMOTE_PROCESS_ENTRY_POINT?EXTERNAL? 
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BEGIN 

INITIALIZEJ)THERNET_CONTP.OLLER; 

SET_XMIT_BUF_ADDRESS» 

SET_XRIT_BUF_LENGTH; 

SET_RCV__BUF_ADLRESS; 

SFT_PCV_BUF_LJ,NGTH; 

CONTINUE: 

ISSUE_RECEIVE_COWANI.; 

WAIT_FOR_RECEIVE_DONE; 

IF VAEIFY SOURCE AEDRESS = FALSE 
THEN GOTO CONTINUE? 

IF VARIFY_COMMANr_STATUS - ERROR 
THEN BEGIN 

ACOOWLEGE(HETRANSMIT_TYPE)J 
GOTO CONTINUE? 

FNE; 

GET_EFSTINATION_MEMORY_LOCATION? 

SET_STAFT_OF_REMOTE_PROCESS_COEE; 

MOVE_REKOTE_PAOCESS_CODE_TO_rESTINATION 

ACKNOWLEGE(ACKNOWLi ;GS_TYPE) J 

IF VAPIFY DATA_TYPE = START_COMMANr 
THEN GOTO START; 

ELSO GOTO CONTINUE; 

S T A R T :  
GET_RirOTE_PROCESS_ENTRY_POINT; 

JUMP_TO_REMOTE_FROCESS_ENTRY_POINT; 

ENE. 



APPENDIX 0  

BOOT LOADER PSEUDO CODE 

PROGRAM POCT_LOADEP.( INPUT, OUTPUT } J 

LABEL: CONTINUE, START; 

VAR TRUE, FALSE, TYPE: INTEGER? 
ACKNOWIEGE_TYFE , RETRANSMIT_TY?E: INTEGER J 
DA?A_TYPE, START_CO|U,MAND: INTEGER; 
TIMES, INTERVAL: INTEGER; 

PROCEDURE I NITIALI ZE_ERFLHEFNET_ CON^ROLLEF i EXTERN AL J 

PROCEDURE 5ET_XMIT_E'JF_ ADDRESS; EXTERNAI ; 

PROCEDURE SET_XMIT_BRJF_LENGTB; EXTERNAL? 

PROCEDURE SFT_RCV_EUF_AIDRIS5; EXTERNAL; 

PROCEDURE SET_RCV_ETJE_L5NGTH; EXTERNAL,* 

PROCEDURE INS.ERT_DESTINATION_ADDRESS; EXTERNAL; 

PROCEDURE ISSUE_RECLIVE_COMMAND? EXTERNAL; 

PROCEDURE ISSUE_TRAN5MIT_C0MMAND; EXTERNAL,* 

PROCEDURE GET_ST/UT_OF_RSMOTE_PROCESS_COJ:'E? EXTERNAL? 

PROCEDURE GFT_ENII_OF_REMOTE_PHOCESS_ COTE J EXTERNAL? 

PROCEDURE M0VE_REM0TE_PR0CESS_C0L3 TO_XMIT_BUFJ 
EXTERNAL? 

PROCEDURE VARIFY_END_0F_REM0TE_PR0CE33_C0DE; EXTERNAL? 

PROCEDURE IN5ERT_TYPS(TYPE)? EXTERNAL? 

PROCEDURE VARIFY_ACK_TYPF: INTEGER; EXTERNAL? 

PKOCEDURE SET_TIMER(INTERVAL: INTEGER); EXTERNAL; 

PROCEDURE WAIT_FOR_RECEIVW_DONE; EXTERNAL; 

PROCEDURE WAIT_FOR_TRAN5MIT_DONF; FXTEF.NAL? 
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PROCERurf  TIME_OUT; EXTERNAL; 

PROCEDURE SET MAX RETRANSMITVAH TIMES: INTEGER); 
EXTERNAL; 

PROCEDURE INSERT_REMOTE_PROCESS_EN?RY_POINT; EXTERNAL 

BEGIN 

INTIALIZE_ETHERNET_CONTROLLER; 

SET_XMIT_EUF_ADDRESS; 

SET_XMIT_?UF_LENGTH; 

SET_ECV_EUF_ADDRESS; 

SLT_RCV_PUF_LiiNGTH 5 

CONTINUE: 

MCVE_REMOTF_PROCES S_COD£_TO_XMIT_BUF; 

SET_MAX_RETRANSMIT(15 TIMES)J 

IF VARIFY_END OF_RFMOTE_PROCESS_CC-E = TRUE 
TEEN GOTO~STARTJ 

REPEAT EEGIN 

SET_TIMER(2 SECONDS INTERVAL); 

INSERT_TYPE(DA^A_TYFE); 

I SSUE_TRANSMri_COMMA.NL'; 

itfA.I f!'_FOR_TRA N5MIT_I i0Ni; 

ISSUE_RECEIVE_COMMAKP; 

W'AIT_FOR_RECEIV3_DONE; 

IF ONTERVAL <= 0 
THEN EEGIN 

TIMES := TIMES - I; 
IF TIMES < 0 

THEN TIME OUT; 
END; 

ELSE GOTO CONTINUE; 
END; 



START: 

REPEAT BEGIN 

SET_TIMER(2 SECONDS INTERVAL) 

INSERT_TYPE(START_COMKANI)> 

ISSUE_TRANSMIT_COMMANT; 

WAI?_FOR_TRANSMIT_DONEJ 

ISS0E_EEC2IVE_C0MMAND; 

WAIT _FOR_P.ECEIVS_L!ONE; 

IF INTERVAL <= 0 
THEN BEGIN 

TIMES := TIMES - 1J 
IF TIMES < 0 

TEEN TIME_OUT5 
END; 

END; 
ENT. 



APPENDIX R 

EXAMPLE MAF FILE (ON PDP-11/44) 

RT-ll LIN'IC V06. 01C Load Map Mon 29--Mar-83 00:11:37 
KSHFTN.SAV Titie: KSHFTN Ident: FORV02 

Section Addr Size Global Value Global Value Global Value 

ABS. 000000 001000 (RW.I, GBL.ABS, OVR) 
$U5PSW 000000 $RF2A1 000000 .?IR 000002 
$NLCHN 000006 IHRDWR 000010 $WASIZ 000152 
$LRECL 000210 

OTS$I 001000 014210 (RW , I, LCL.REL, CON) 
$$OTSI 001000 $OTI 001026 $$OTI 001030 
$SF,TOP 001252 $$SET 003060 OCI$ 003354 
ICI $ 003362 JECI 003376 OCO$ 003556 
1C0$ 003564 50PNER 003752 $CHKER 004020 
$ IOEXI 004044 $EOL 004112 EOL$ 004114 
I FW$ 004230 $IFW 004234 $$IFW 004240 
IFW$$ 004276 $STPS 004346 STP$ 004354 
$STP 004354 FOOj 004360 $EXIT 004400 
TVL$ 004524 $TVL 004524 T?F$ 004532 
$TVF 004532 TVD$ 004540 $TVD 004540 
TVO$ 004546 $TVC 004545 TVP$ 004554 
$TVP 004554 TVI $ 004552 $TVI 004562 
$1NITI 004716 $CLOSE 005034 $ERRTB 005612 
$ERRS 005717 $FCHNL 011460 $FIO 012322 
$$FIO 012326 5POTRF 013472 $POTBL 014000 
$GETBL 014213 $EOFIL 014374 $EOF2 014410 
SA VRG$ 014430 THRD$ 014606 $WA IT 014610 
$VRINT 014652 $DUMPL 015062 

OTS$F 015?10 000054 (RTF,D. GBL.REL, OVR) 
STS$I 015264 000 00P ( PW , I, LCL.REL, CON) 
USER$I 015264 000000 (RV, I , LCL.REL, CON) 
$COBE 015264 000164 ( RW, I, LCL.REL, CON) 

$$OTSC 015264 
0TS$0 015^50 001036 (RW , I , LCL.REL, CON) 

$*0?S0 015450 $OP>:N 015450 
STS$0 016506 000000 (RW.I, LCL.REL, CON) 
4DATAP 01SE-06 000104 (RW.D, LCL.REL, CON) 
0TS$T 016612 000006 (RW.D, LCL.REL, CON) 

NHCLN$ 016616 
OTS4S 016620 000002 (RW.D, LCL.REL, CON) 

SAOTS 016620 
STS$S 016622 00011300 (RW.D, LCL.HEL. CON) 
JDATA 016622 000002 (Rtf ,D. LCL.REL, CON) 
USER$D 016624 000000 (RV.D. LCL.REL, CON) 

016624 000000 (Hlf.D, GBL.REL, OVR) 

Transfer address = 015264, HUh llr.it = 01662? = 3785. words 
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EXAMPLE REMOTE PROCESS 

PROGRAM KSHFTN 

IM P L ICIT INTE3ER (A-Z) 

40 WRITE(5,50) 
50 FORMAT(' STAND ALONE FORTRAN FROM PDPll/44') 

DO 80 N-5,50,5 
82 WEITE(5,S0) N 
90 FORMAT( ' ',15) 

WRITE(5,100) 
100 FORMAT( ' PROGRAM STOP') 

STOP 
END 
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APPENDIX J  

EXAMFIE REMOTE PROCESS IN PL/M-86 

remote$process: do; 

declare cr literally '0dh', 
If literally '0ah'; 

declare status word; 

dq$write: procedure(conn,buf$p,count,excep$p) external; 
declare (conn, count) word, 

(buf$p, excep$p) pointer? 
end J 

dq$exit: procedure(completion$code) external; 
declare completion$code word; 
end ? 

mai n: 
call dq$writ e(0,0(cr,lf ,cr,If,'Hi !!!',cr,lf), 

l?,(?status); 
call dq$write(0,3('I am Remote Process.',cr,If), 

22 ,@status)J 
call dq$write(0,3('I just came from '), 

17,3status); 
call dq$write(0,3('Remote Node.' ,cr ,lf ,cr,lf), 

16,3status) J 
call dq$fcrite(0,P('I have headache ',cr,lf), 

18 ,3sta tus); 
call dq$write(0,3(' because it was too fast' ,cr,If), 

28,3status); 
call dq$write(2,3(' when I was ruchine on',cr,lf), 

28,0status); 
call dq$write(0,3(' '),12,Pstatus ) J 
call rtq$write(0,3( the Ethernet Coaxial Cable.'), 

27,3status); 
call dq$write(0,3(cr,lf, 'Sorry ! 1' ,cr, If ,cr ,lf ), 

14,Gstat us); 
call dq$write(0,0(' See you, bye !!',cr,lf), 

20 ,(?status); 
call dq$exit(0); 

end remote$process; 
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APPENDIX K 

EXAMPLE BOOT LOADER (MACRO-11) 

SJ: # £ Sl< # # # sjc sjc # s£ sje s£ # # »•,: »|s sjs s|« Xf s}: £ :;c sis # # sje s|; j|t if .  s£ £ jjc # a£ 4: j[! £ ̂  # jjs # # s£ # # # >Jt ijc sis sis <c 

* 

Example EOOT LOADER * 
* 

This program, the BOOT LOADER, will run on the * 
FDP-11/44 minicomputer for downloading the REMOTE * 
PROCESS over the Ethernet coaxial cable to the * 
LSI-11/23 computer and having the REMOTE PROCESS * 
executed on the LS1-11/23. * 

• 

.TITLE MFT44 Multi-Packet Transmmit 

• SBTTI. Definitions 

{refine System Macros: 

.MCALL .PRINT .EXIT 

refine constants: 

ENTKYP = 015254 {Entry point cf REMOTE FROCESS 
PROEND = 016522 {End of REMOTE PROCISS 
TIM1 = 177777 {Used as waiting loop counter 
TIMS = 000005 {Another waiting loop counter 
CNT1 = 000017 {Re-transmission counter 

Define Ethernet Controller Registers: 

CSR = 164003 ;CSR cf NI (Network Interface) 
BAR = 164002 {BAR of NI 
BCR « 164004 JBCR of NI 
BER « 154226 {BER of NI 
RBFR = 050000 {Receive buffer location 
P.BFLEN - 000300 {Rev buffer length 
TBFfi = 070000 {Transmit buffer location 
TBELEN = 2?2732 {Transmit buffer length 
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Define Ethernet Controller Command Code: 

C.DONE = 000200 JCMD DONE 
C.RCVD = 00004<y JRCV LONE 
C.ONLIN = 004400 JGO-ON-LINS 
C.INSCE = 006400 J INSERT SOURCE ADDR. 
C.SURB — 020000 J SUPPLY RCV EFR 
C. LTD = 024000 JLOAE TRANSMIT DATA 
C.ITDS 024400 JLOAD XMT DATA AND SEND 
C.RSET = 037400 JKE5ET 

Define Link Control Types : 

TYP.ACK 000111 JRCVed correct packet 
TYP.RTR = 111002 JRCVed wron? packet 

J(Request F.e-TRansrrit) 
TYP.FIL = 000333 JRCVed a FILE 
TYP.RUN = 000777 JRCVed a command 'RUN' 

Define Frame Status Code: 

FS.KER 
FS.CRC 
FS.ALN 
FS.1ST 

= 000000 
= 000001 
- 000002 
= 000004 

;N0 ERror 
JCRC error 
jFrame Alignment 
JLost data 

error 

Define Physical Address of both 
SMART NODE and REMOTE NODE: 

AR.441 = 105004 JLast word for PDP11/44 node 
AP.44C = 000001 JCentral word for PDP11/44 
AR.44M = 003402 JMost Sig. word for PDrll/44 

A.P.23L = 144401 JLast word for PDP11/23 node 
AR.23C = 000001 ;Central word for FDP11/23 
AR.23M = 003402 JMost Sig. word for PLP11/23 

.SETTL User Defined Macros 

.MACRO SENDF,TYPE 

MOV frTBFR ,R2 
MOV #AR.23M,(R2)+ 
MOV #AR.23C,(R2)+ 
MOV #A.R.23L , (R2 ) + 
MOV #TYPT?, (R2) + 

JLoad Dest. Adir. in 
JXmt buffer 

;Type follows Dest. Addr. 

.ENDM 
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.*ACRO RCVACK.LBL 

5$: 

10$ 

15$ 

20$ 

30$ 

4t'$ 

52$: 

START: 

CMDD1 

CMTD2: 

MOV 

MOV 
M O V  

MOV 

MOV 
MOV 

BIT 
EKE 
SOP 
5 Op 
.FBI NT #MSG50 
EE 30$ 

LEL 

R4 ,20$ 

#MSG60 

J VP 

SO?. 

.FEINT 
• EXIT 

CMF 

EEQ 
.PRINT 

JMF 
• ENDM 

.PHI NT 
MOV 

BIT 
EEQ 
M O V  

BIT 
BEQ 

MOV 

#RBFR,R5 JReady fcr Rcving 
» Acknovlegement 

R5 ,0#EAR 
#RBi LEN ,'3#BCR 

#C .SURE ,3#CS? 

#TIM2 ,R0 
#TIM1, R3 

#C .RCVD t3#CSlv 
40$ 

E3,15$ 
R0 ,15$ 

#AE .231,16(R5) 

5i)$ 
#MSG40 

5$ 

JRCV commend 

JSet waiting time 

JRcved ? 

Jin'ait here until Rcved. 

»Re-transmit if timeout 

JExit if 
Jre-transirission exceeds 
;15 times 

JCorrect Acknowledgment 
5 source ? 

J Jump back waiting 
J for Ackr.nt 
;if wronr source 

.SETTI Entry Foint cf ECGT LOADER 

#MSG12 
#C .RSET ,@#CSR 

#C .DONE ,@#CSiv 
CMED1 
#C .ONLIN,@#CSR 

* C .DONE ,G>#CSR 
C M L 1 2  

#C .INSCE,0#CSR 

J RESET CONTROLLER 

I CHECK CMC DONE 

J SET CONTROLLER 
JSC-ON-LINE 

JSET INSERT 
J SOURCE MODE 
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CMDD3: 

DONLOD: 

P. TP: 

CMDD4: 

PRO&: 

LTDS : 

CMDI5: 

CHTYF: 

ACK: 

T R U N :  

BIT 
BEQ 
MOV 

MOV 

5ENBF 
MOV 
MOV 
MOV 
MOV 

BIT 
EEC 

MOV 
MOV 

MOV 

BIT 
BEO 

.PEINT 
RGVACK 
.PRINT 

CMP 

BEC 
C^P 
EEQ 

.FEINT 

.EXIT 

.PEINT 
ADC 

CMP 
T;i m JDa J. 

.FRINT 
MOV 

SFNDF 
MOV 

#C .DONE ,@#CSR 
CMBD3 
#1002>,R1 jLoad starting aidress of 

•message to be transmitted 
JSet Re-Xmt counter 

JLoad frame header 

#CNT1,B4 

TYP.FILE 
R1,(R2)+ 
#TBFR,@#EAR 
#12 ,@#BCR 
#C .LTD,@#CSR 

#C .DONE,@#CSR jLoaded ? 
CMLB4 JWait here until loaded 

R1,@#EAR jLoaded message and SEND 
#T3FLFN,3#BCR 

#C .LTDS ,@#CSR 

#C .DONE ,@#CSF. 
CMDD5 

#MSG92 
E T R  
#M3S120 

iSent ? 
Jrfait here until sent 

JRcvs Ackmnt 

#TYP.RTR ,20(R5) ;Re-transrrission 
{required ? 

DONLOE 
wTYP.ACK,20 (R5) ;Acknovleged ? 
ACK 

#NS&70 

#MSG130 
#TEFLEN,R1 

JExit if rcved 
J Acknowlegement 
;is not correct 

JAdjust to next 
Jpacket of message 

#PROEND ,R1 JEnd of prog to be Xmted ? 
DONLOB jLoad next packet 

»if not end of prog 
#MSS110 
#CNT1,R4 JSet re-transmission counter 

TIP.RUN 
#ENTRYP, (R2) + 

JLoad frame header 
jEntry point of the 
»prog is the only 
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MOV #TBFR,3#BAR 
MOV 0#12,3#BCR 
MOV #C .LTDS ,G>#CSR 

CMDD7: BIT #C .DONE ,0#CSE 
BEO CMLD7 
.PPINT #MSG130 
RCVACK TRUN 
.PRINT #MSG120 

Jone data of this frame 

»Ioad frame and SEND 
? S e n t  ?  
Jtfait here until sent 

JRCV Ackrcnt 

1$:  

CMP 
BEC 

CMP 
BEO 
.PRINT 
• EXIT 

#TYP.RTR,20(R5) JRe-Xmt required ? 
TRUN JRe-Amt if required 

#TYF.ACK,20(R5) JAcknovleeed ? 
1$ 
#MSG80 JExit if Ackmnt is incorrect 

.SBTTL Data Areas 

MSG10: . A SCI Z 
* 

EXECUTING DOWN LOADER '<15X12X12> 
MSG70: .ASCIZ ACKNOWLEGE EKROR' <15> <12> <12> 
MSGB0: . ASCIZ 

0 
CMD "RUN" TRANSMISSION 
ERROR ' <15> <12> <12> 

MSG90: .ASCIZ CURRENT PACKET TRANSMITTED'<15X12> 
MSG120: .ASCIZ 

• ADJUST TO NEXT PACKET'<15><12> 
MSG20: .ASCIZ 

/ MULTI-CAST D0NE'<15X12> 
MSG30: .ASCIZ 

* 
SURB *EADY'<15X12> 

MSG 40: .ASCIZ 
0 WRONG SOURCE'<15X12> 

MSG50: .ASCIZ 
0 

TIME 0UT'<15><12> 
MSG60: .ASCIZ 

/ RE-TRANSMISSION EXCEEDS 
15 TIMES '<15X12> 

MSG110: .ASCIZ 
• EXECUTIVE PROGRAM COMPLETELY 

TRANS MI TTED'<'15><12> 
MSG12&: .ASCIZ ACKMOWLEGEMFNT RECEIVED'<15X12> 
MS3130: .ASCIZ 

/ COMMAND "START" TRANSMITTED'<15><12> 
• EVEN 

T MR 1 : .BLKW 1 
TMR2: .ELKV 1 
LCNT1: .BLKW 1 
ICNT2: .ELKW 1 

ENDMPT: .END START 



APPENDIX L 

EXAMPLE REMOTE BOOTSTRAP (MACEO-ll) 

£ # £ * #»!«# # # 5}c * a{c # * s[s £ * )(c # £ # j{c # }£ ̂  sf: sjt sjc £ }|t s|t $ # # # £ *; sj: ijt ̂  )Jt sjc # # sjt £ # # jJ: # $ jjc sjc # sjt # 

* 

Example REMOTE EOOTSTRAF 

This program, the REMOTE BOOTSTRAP, will run on the 
LSI-11/23 minicomputer for receiving the REMOTE 
PROCESS, which is transmitted from PDP-11/44 over the * 
Ethernet coaxial cable, and executing the REMOTE * 
PROCESS UT>OE the completion of receiving. * 

* 
# # # # # # s}: # s{s # # # # s{c sj; £ # sj: # sj: # »Je # sjc s}: £ # # s{c sj; # # $ # # # * sic sj: # £ # # # >}: ){c # $ # sje £ <c 

.TITLE MPB23 Multi-Packet Bootsrtap 

.SBTTL DEFINITIONS 

.Define System Macros: 

.MCALL .PRINT .EXIT 

JDefine Ethernet Controller Registers: 

CSR 
EAR 
BCR 
BER 
EFR 
TBFit 

= 164000 
= 164002 
= 164004 
= 164006 
= 070000 
= 067000 

RBFLEN = 007000 

JDefir.e Ethernet Controller Command Code: 

;CSR of NI (Network Interface^ 
JBAR o f  NI 
JBCF of NI 
J BEE of NI 
JRcv buffer 
JXmt buffer 
JRcv buffer length 

C. DONji — 02^200 JCMD DONE 
C.RCVD = 002040 JRCV DONE 
C.ONLIN = 004400 J GO-ON-LINE 
C.INSCF = 006400 J INSERT SOURCE MODE 
C.SURB = 020000 JSUPPLY RCV BUFFER 
C. LTD 024000 JLOAP TRANSMIT DATA. 
C.LTDS = 024400 J LOAD TRANSMIT DATA 
C.RSET = 037400 J RES ET 
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jDefine link Control Types: 

TYP.ACK 
TTP.RTR 
TYP.FIL 
TYP.RUN 

000111 
111000 
000333 
000777 

J DEFINE NODE ADDRESS: 

JActmnt type 
;Re-transrrit type 
JFile type 
» C o m m a n d  type 

AR.44M 
AR.44C 
AR.44L 

003402 JPDP11/44 address on ethernet 
00e001 
105004 

AR.23M 
AR.23C 
AR.23L 

003402 JPDP11/23 address or. ethernet 
00U001 
144401 

jDefine Frame Status Code: 

FS.NER = 
FS.CRC = 
FS.ALN = 
FS.LST = 

000000 ;No error 
000001 JCRC error 
000002 ;Alifc,nment error 
000004 JLost data 

.SETTL Entry Point of REMOTE BOOTSTRAP 

START: .PRINT #MSS1 
MOV #C.RSET,0#CSR ?Reset controller 

CMDD1: BIT #C .DONE , !?#CSR > Test CMI DONE 
BEQ CMLD1 

MOV #C .ONLIN,0#CSS JSet 30-0N-LINE mode 

CKDD2: EIT #C .CONE ,0#CSR 
EEQ CMDI'2 

MOV #C .INSCE,(?#C5R JSet INSFPT SOURCE 
»mode 

30$: BIT #C.DONE ,G>#CSR 
BEC 30$ 

SURE: MOV #BFR,G>#BAR JReady for Rcving 
MOV #RBFLEN,0#BCR ;frame 

RCV: MOV #C .SURB ,0#CSR »Rcv command 
CMDT3: BIT #C .RCVD,0#CSR jRcved ? 

BEQ CMLD3 » a i t  h e r e  u n t i l  
MOV #BFB,R5 ;recei ved 
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CKSCE: 

4$: 

5$: 

1 0 $  :  

15$ ' 

25$ : 

35$ : 

EFS : 

EFS1 : 

FFS2: 

SEND: 

CMP 
BNE 

CMP 
BNE 

hov 
MOV 
MOV 
MOV 
MOV 
MOV 
MOV 
MOV 

EI T 
EEC 
.PRINT 

CMF 
BEQ 

CMP 
PEQ 

JMP 

BIT 
EEC 
.PRINT 

BIT 
BEQ 
.PRINT 

BI ? 
BEO 
.PRINT 

MOV 
MOV 
MOV 
MOV 
MOV 
MOV 
MOV 
MOV 

#AR.441 ,16(R 5) 
RCV 

#FS.NFR , (R5) 
EFS 

#TBFR,R4 
#Ah.44M,(R4)+ 
#AR.44C,(R 4) + 
#AH.44L,(R4)+ 
#TYP . A.CS., (R4) + 
#TBFR »(?#BAR 
#14,@#ECR 
#C .LTDS ,-3#CS?. 

#C .DONE ,0#CSF. 
10$ 
*MSG11 

JCorrect source ? 
>Rcv again if 
ivrong source 
jFrarte no error ? 

JLoad frarre header 
fof ackment 

iload ackrrnt 
J and SE NiD 
JAckrrnt sent ? 
Jinfait here until 
J sent 

#TIP.RUN, 20(R5) ;Is rcved frarre 
RUN J a cormand ? 

#TYP.FIL ,20(P5 ̂ JIs rcved frame 
FILE ia file ? 

.PRINT #MSG5 

SEND 

JPequest for re-Xrrt if 
Jrcved frarre is 
{neither a C^r nor a file 

#FS.CRC, (R5) 
EFS1 
#MSG6 

#FS.AIN, (R5) 
EFS2 
#MSG7 

#FS .LST,(R5) 
SEND 
#MSG8 

#TBFR,R0 
#AR.44M,(R0)+ 
#Afi.44C, (R0) + 
#AR.44L, (R0) + 
#T fp.RTR , (R0) + 
#TEFR ,0#BAR 
#14 ,@#BCS 
#C .LTDS ,3#CSR 

»CPC error ? 

;Alienrrent error ? 

JLost data during 
jXrcissior. ? 

JSend back a frarre for 
»for requesting 
5 re-transrrission 
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2 2 $ :  

FILE: 

LOOP: 

RUN : 

BIT #C .DONE ,@#CSR JRequest sent ? 
£EC 20$ Jtfait here until 
.PRINT #MSG11 Jrequest sent 
JMF SURE »Rcv next frame 

MOV 22 (H5),R2 JFetch dest. memory addr. 
MOV P.5.R1 »Fetch data buffer addr. 
ADD #24,R1 
MOV 2(R5),R3 > Fetch rcved data length 
ASR R3 
DEC R3 
DEC R3 

MOV (R1) + ,(R2) + JRe-assemble rcved 
SOE R5,L00P ; data 
.PRINT #MSG9 
JMF SURB JRcv next frame 

MOV 22(R5) tRl ?Fetch entry point 
.PRINT #MSG10 ;of rcved program 
JMP (Rl) JExecute rcved 

; progran 

.SRTTL DATA AREAS 

MSGl: . A S CIZ ' EXECUTING BOOTSTRAP LOADER' 
MS32: .ASCIZ ' RCV DMA DONE' 
MSG3: .ASCIZ ' CORRECT SOURCE' 
MSG4: .ASCIZ ' NO FRAME EREOR' 
MSG5: .ASCIZ ' TYPE ERROR ' 
MSS6: .ASCIZ ' CRC ERROR' 
MSS7: .ASCIZ ' ALIGNMENT ERROR' 
MSG8: .ASCIZ ' LOST TATA' 
MSG9: .ASCIZ ' FILE flE-ASSEMIIT TONE' 
MSG10: .ASCIZ ' EXECUTING TRANSMITTED PROGRAM '<15><12> 
MSG11: .ASCIZ ' ACKN0WLEG2ME!\ :T TRANSMITTED' 

.END START 



APPENDIX M 

EXAMPLE MIP USED FOR THIS PROJECT 

XMX: DO? /* Example Message Exchange. */ 

DECLARE IDENTIFIER LITERALLY 'BYTE', 
STATE LITERALLY 'BYTE', 
NULL$PTR LITERALLY '0000B'; 

/* Configuration constants. */ 

DFCLARE TI^E$LOOPS LITERALLY '2000', 
HOME$DEVICE LITERALLY '01E'J 

IECLARI RCD$STRUCTURE 
(EMPTY $SIGNAL 
FULL$SISN*L 
RQ$SIZE 
RQE$LENGTH 
GIVE^INDEX 
GIVEiSTATE 
TAKEilNDEX 
TAKE$STATE 

LITERALLY 
STATE, 
STATE, 
BYTE, 
BYTE, 
BYTE, 
STATE, 
BYTE, 
STATE)'J 

'STRUCTURE 

/* Signal constants. */ 

DECLARE FULL$NO$LONGER 
EMPTY $NO$LONGER 
NO$CHANGE 

LITERALLY 
LITERALLY 
LITERALLY 

'80H 
'01H 
'00H 

DECLARE WA£E$UP$PORT LITERALLY '0A4H 

/* RQD state constants. */ 

DECLARE GIVE$EALT 
TAKE^EALT 
GIVE^FACTOR 
TAKE$FACTOR 

LITERALLY 
LITERALLY 
LITERALLY 
LITERALLY 

'40H 
'40H 
'80E 
'80H 

DECLARE RQE$FORMAT$l 
'REQUEST 
SRC$REQ$ID 
DEST$DEV$ID 
DEST$PORT$ID 
SRC$DEV$ID 

LITERALLY 
STATE, 
IDENTIFIER, 
IDENTIFIER, 
IDENTIFIER, 
IDENTIFIER', 
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RQE$FORMAT$2 LITERALLY 
'DATA$PTR$LO WORD, 
!)ATA$PTR$HI WORD, 
DATA$LEN3TH WORD, 
IDS$ID IDENTIFIER, 
OWNER$DEV$ID IDENTIFIER, 
RSRVD (3) BYTE'; 

DFCLAPJ' RCF$F'OFMAT LITERALLY 
'RQE$FORMAT$L, RQE$F0RMAT$2'; 

DFCLARE ROF$STRUCTURE LITERALLY 
'STRUCTURE (RQE$FORMAT)'; 

/* Request constants. */ 
DECLARE SEND$COMMAND LITERALLY '?0H' 

MSS$DELIVERED$NO$COPY LITERALLY '80H' 
MSCT$T)ELIVEREL$COPY LITERALLY '82H' 
SYSTEM$MEMORY$NAK LITERALLY '95H' 
DEAD$DETFICE LITERALLY '89H' 

/* Actual Request Queues. */ 
DECLARE QUEUE$ENTRIES LITERALLY '2'; 

DECLARE IN$RQD RQD$STRUCTURE PUBLIC 
INITIAL (NO$CKANGE, 

NO$CEANGE, 
QUEUE$ENTRIES, 
4,0,0,0,0) , 

IN$RQE (QUEUE$ENTRIES) RQE$STRUCTUREJ 

BFCLABE OUT$RCD ROD$STRUCTURS PUBLIC 
INITIAL (NO$CHANGE, 

NO$CHANGE, 
QUEUE$ENTKIES, 
4,0,0,0,0), 

OUT$RQE (Q(JEUE$ENTRIES ) RCE$STRUCTURE> 

/* Request function returns. */ 
DECLARE READY LITERALLY '00H', 

FULL LITERALLY '0FFH', 
ETF PTY LITERALLY '0FFH', 
FIPST $GIVE LITERALLY '20H', 
FIRST$TAKE LITERALLY '20H', 
FALTSD LITERALLY '40H'J 

/* Channel activity, One channel. */ 
DECLARE ACTIVE LITERALLY '00H', 

IDLE LITERALLY '0FFH'> 

DECLARE CEANNEL$STATE STATE INITIAL (ACTIVE), 
RECEIVE$STATE STATE INITIAL (EMPTY); 



/ft*#****##*#*###***###*#*#*#############*###*****##*/ 

REQUEST$GIVE$POINTER : PROCEDURE 
(RQD$PTR, STATUS$P) POINTER? 

DECLARE RQD$PTB POINTER, /* Input. #/ 
(P.QD$BUF BASED RQD$PTR)(l) BYTE, 
RQD EASED RQD$PTR RQD^STRUCTURE; 

DECLARE STATUS$P POINTER, /* Output. */ 
STATUS EASED STATUS$P WORD? 

IEC LA RE TE*!P$L WORD? 

IF (RQD.TAIE$STATE AND TAKE$EALT) = TAKE$HALT 
THEN DO? 

STATUS = HALTED; 
RETURN NULL$PTR5 

END /* THEN */; 
IF ((RQD.GIVE$INDEX and 07fh) = 

(RCD.TAKE$INDEX and 07fh)) AND 
((RQD.GIVE$index AND GlVE$FACTOR) <> 
(RQD.TAKE$index AND TAKE$FACTOR)) 

TEEN DO; 
STATUS = FULL; 
RETURN NULL$PTRJ 

END /* THEN */; 
STATUS =  READY J 
?EMP$L = ((RQD.GIVE$INDEX ANT 07FH) * 16) + 8J 
RETURN 0RQD$BUF(TEMP$L)J 

END REQUEST$GIVE$POINTER; 

RELEASE$GIVE$POINTER: PROCEDURE 
(RQD$PTR, STATUS$P); 

DECLARE RQD$PTB POINTER, /* Input. */ 
RCD BASED RQD$PTR RQD$STRUCTDREJ 

DECLARE STATITS$F POINTER, /• Output. */ 
STATUS BASED STATUS$P WORD; 

declare temp word? 

IF ((RQD.TAKE$INDEX and 07fh) = 
(((RCD.SIVE$INDEX and 07fh) + 1) 
AND (RQD.RQ$SIZE - 1)) ) 

THEN do; 
temp = rqd.give$index and 07fh; 

/* save lower 7 bits */ 



/« GIVE$FACTOR bit = NOT TA£E$?ACTOR bit. */ 
RQD.GI¥E$index = ((RQD.GI7E$index and 80h) 

OR GI7E$FACT0R) 
AND (NOT ((RQD.TAKE$lndex and 80h) 
AND T/LKE$FACTOR))J 

rqd.give$index = rqd.give$index or temp; 
/* restore lower 7 bits */ 

end; 

temp = rqd .give$index and 80h> /*save upper bit*/ 
RQD.GIVE$INDEX = (((RQD.GIVE$INTEX and 07fh) + l) AND 

(RQD.RQ$SIZE - 1))J 
rqd.give$inaex = rqd.give$index or temp; 

/* restore upper bit */ 

IF (RCD.GIVE$INDEX and 07fh) = 
(( (RQD. TA5CE$ INDEX and 07fh) + 1) 

AND (ROD,RO$SIZE - 1)) 
THEN STATUS = ?IRST$GIVE; 

/* Gave to an empty queue. */ 
FLSF STATUS = READY» 
RETURN; 

END RELEASE$GIVE$POINTER; 

REQUEST$TAKE$POINTER: PROCEDURE 
(RQD$PTR, STATOS$P) POINTER; 

DECLARE RQD$PTR POINTER, /* Input. */ 
(RQD$BUF B.A5ED RQD$PTR)(1) BYTE, 
RQD EASED RQD$PTR RQD$STRTTCTUREJ 

DECLARE STATUS$P POINTER, /* Output. */ 
STATUS BASED STATUS$P WORD; 

DECLARE TEMP?L WORD; 

IF (RQD.GIVE^STATE AND GI¥E$HALT) = GIVE$HALT 
THEN DO; 

STATUS = PALTED; 
RETURN NULI$PTR; 

END /* THEN */J 

IF ((RQD.GIVE$INDEX and 07fh) = 
(ROD.TAKE$INDEX and 07fh)) AND 
((BQD.GIVE$index AND GIVE$FACTOR) = 
(RQD.TAKE^index AND TAKE$FACTOR)) 

TEEN DO? 
STATUS = EMPTY; 
RETURN NULL$PTR; 

END /* THEN */» 
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STATUS = READY; ' 
TFMP$L = ((RQL.TAKE$INDEX AND 07FH) * 16) + 8? 
RETURN PRQD$BUF(TEMP$L)J 

END REQUEST$TAKE$POINTER; 

RELEASE$TAKE$POINTER: PROCEDURE 
(RQD$PTR, STATUS$P)J 

DECLARE RCD$PTR POINTEP, /* Input. */ 
RQD EASED RQD$PTR RQD$STRUCTUREJ 

DECLARE STATUS$P POINTER, /* Output. */ 
STATUS BASED STATUS$P WORD; 

declare tetr.p word; 
IF ((RQD.GIVE$INT>EX and 07fh) = 

(((RCD.TAKE$INDEX and 07fh) + 1) AND 
(RQD.RQ$SIZE - 1)) ) 

THEN do? 
temp = rqd.take$index and 07fh; 

/* save lower 7 bits */ 
/* TAKE$FACTOR bit = 5I7E$FACT0R bit. */ 

RQD.TAKE$index = ((R?D .TAKE$index and 80h) 
AND NOT TAKE$FACTOR) 
OR ((RCD.GIVE$index and 80h) 
AND GIVE$FACTOR); 

rqd.take^index = rqa.take$index or temp; 
/* restore lower 7 bits */ 

end; 

temo = rqd. take$iniex and 80h; /* save upper bit */ 
RCD.?A£E$INDEX = (((RQD,TAKE$INDEX and 07fh) + 1) 

AND (HQD.RQ$SIZE - l))j 
rqd.take$index =• rqd . take$index or temp; 

/* restore upper bit */ 

IF (RQD.TAKE$INDEX and 07fh) = 
(((RQD.SIVE$INDEX and 07fh) + 1) 

AND (RQD.RQ$SIZii - 1)) 
TEFN STATUS = FIRST^TAKEJ 

/* Took from a full queue. */ 

FLSE STATUS = READY? 
RETURN; 

END RELEASE$TAKE$POINTER; 



/** * * * * * * * * ****** * * * * ** * * ** **** * **** * ** * * * * ********* / 
DYINS$CHANNEL: PROCEDURE ? 

CHANNEL$STATE = IDLE? 
IN$RCD.TAKERS TATE = IN$RQD .TAKE$STATE OR TAKE$HALTJ 
CNT$RQD .GI VE$ STATIC = OUT$RQD.GIVE$STATE OR GIVE$HALT; 

END DYING$CEANNELJ 

/****$£$#****FT#*****#*#*#****$**###**$*#*#**********/ 
MIP$SEN : PROCEDURE (SOCKET, 

BUFFER$PTR, 
BFFFFER$LENGTH) ITTE 

WORD, 
POINTER, 
WORD; 

pueiic; 

/* Input. */ 
DFCLARE SOCKET 

BUFJER$PTR 
BUFFER*LENGTH 

DECLARE ABS$LOC 
RESAV $LOC(2) 
SAV $LOC 
BUF$SEL 
BUF$SEL$W 
BUF$OFF 

DFCLARE STATUS 

DECLARE RQE$PTR 
RQE BASED RQE$PTR 
I 
L0C$5TATUS 
TIMER 

IF CEANNEL$S?ATE = IDLE 
THEN DO? 

STATUS = DEAD$DEVICE; 
RETURN STATUS; 

END /* THEN */; 

RCF$PTR = REOUEST$GIVE$POINTER ((?OUT$RQD, (?LOC$STATUS); 

DWORD, 
WORD AT ((?ABS$LOC ), 
WORD, 
SELECTOR, 
WORD AT ((?BUF$SEL), 
WORD; 

WORD; 

POINTER, /# Local. */ 
RQE$STRUCTURE, 
WORD, 
WORD, 
WORD; 

IF LOC^STATUS = READY 
THEN DO; 

RQE.REQUEST 
ROE.SBC$REQ$ID 
RQE.DEST$DEV$ID 
RQE.DEST$PORT$ID 
RCE.SRC$DEV$ID 
RQE.ID5$ID 

= SEND$COMMAND; 
=  0 J  
= HIGH (SOCKET); 
= LOW (SOCKET); 
= HOME$DEVICE; 
=  0 ;  



RQE.OWNER$DEV$ID = HOME$DEVICEJ 
BUF$SEL = SELECTOR$OF (BUFFER$PTR); 
BUF$OFF = OFFSET$OF (BUFFER$PTR)» 
SAV^IOC = SHR(EUF$SEL$W,12) AND 000FB5 
ABS$LOC = (BUF$SEL$(f * 10H + BUF$OFF) J 
RESAV$IOC(1) = SAV$LOC; 
RQE.DATA$PTR$LO = RESAV$LOC(0)» 
RQE.DATA$PTR$HI = RESAV$LOC(1); 
RQE.DATA$LENGT5 = BUFFER$LENGTHJ 

CALL RELEASE$GIVE^POINTER (@OUT$RQD, 3L0C$STATUS); 

/* Since this program is the only sender, it 
always gives to an empty queue, so ... */ 

OUT$ROD .EMPTY$SIGNAL = EMPTY$NO$LONGERJ 
OUTPUT (WAKE$UP$PORT) = 2? 

END /* THEN */J 

ELSE /# either FULL or HALTED */ DO; 
/* Since only one comnand is outstanding at 

one tire, the queue should never he full. */ 
CALL DYING$CHANNEL; 
STATUS = DEAD$DEVICE; 
RETURN STATUS? 

END /* ELSE */; 

DO TIMER = 0 TO TIMELOOPSJ /# Wait for a response. */ 

IF IN$RQD.EMPTY$SIGNAL = EMPTY$NO$LONGER 
THEN DO? 

RECEIVE$STATE = ACTIVE ; 
IN$RQD.iMPTY$SIGNAL = NO$CHANGEJ 

END /* THEN */J 

IF RECEIVE^STATE = ACTIVE 
THFN DO? 

RQE$PTR = REQUEST$TAKE$POINTER 
(OIN$ROD f  0LOC$STATUS) J 

IF LOC$STATUS = READY 
THEN DO; 

STATUS = ROE.REQUEST; 
CALL RELEA5E$TAKE$P0INTER(@1N $ ROD ,(?LOC$ STATUS) 
IF L0C$STATUS = FIRST$TAKE 

THEN DO? 
OUT$ROD.FULL$SIGNAL = FULL$NO$LONGER J 
OUTPUT (li#AKE$UP$PORT) = 2; 
CALL TIME(50)J 

END /* THEN •/» 
RiiTURN STATUS; 

END /* THEN #/» 



IF LOC$STATUS = EMPTY 
THEN DO,* 

RECEIVE$STATE = EMPTY; 
END? 

ELSE DO; 
CALL DYING$CHANNEL; 

END; 
END /* THEN */? 

ELSE DO; 
CALL TIME (250); 

END; 

END /* DO */; 

/* No response came back within a reasonable time. */ 
CALL DYING$CEANNEL? 
STATUS = DEAD$PEVICE; 
RETURN STATUS; 

END MIP$SEN; 

MIP$RCV: PROCEDURE(PORT*ID) POINTER PUBLIC? 

DECLARE PORT$ID BYTE; 
DECLARE STATUS WORD, 

USER$B!JFFER$PTR POINTER; 
DECLARE USER$BUFFFR STRUCTURE 

(OFFSET WORD, 
BASE WORD) AT (0USER§BOFFER$PTR)? 

DFCLARE INiRQE^PTR POINTER, /* Local. */ 
I N $ R Q E  BASED IN$RCE$PTR RCE$STRDCTURE, 
0UT$RQ5$PTR POINTER, 
OUT$RQE BASED OUT$RQE$PTR RQE$STRUCTURE, 
LOC$STATUS WORD; 

IF IN$RQD.EMPTY$SISNAL = EMPTY$NO^LONGER 
THEN DO; 

RECEIVE$STATE = ACTIVE; 
IN$R0D.EMPTY$SI3NAL = NO$CEANGE? 

END /* THEN */? 

IF (CEANNEL$STATE <> IDLE) AND (RECEIVE$STATE = ACTIVE) 
THEN DO? 

IN$RQE$PTR = REQUEST$TAKE$POINTER 
(0IN$RQD, EIOC$STATUS); 



IF LOC$STATUS « READY 
THEN DO? 

STATUS = IN$RQE.REQUEST; 
USER$BUFFER.OFFSET = IN$RCE.DATA$PTR$LO AND 0FHJ 
USER$BUFFER.BASE = (((IN$RQE.DATA$Pra$L0/l6) 

AND 0FFFE) OR 
((IN$RQE.DATA$PTR$HI * 1000H) 
AND 0F000H)); 

/* It can only be a command, so return response. */ 
OUT$RQE$PTR = 
REQUEST:?GIVE$POINTER (eOUT$RQD, (?LOC$STATUS ); 
IF LOC$STATUS = READT 

THEN DO? 
CALL MOVB (IN$RCE$PTR, OUT$RQE$PTP., 16); 
OUT$RQE.REQUEST = MSG$DELlVERED$NO£COPY; 
OUT$RCE.SRC$DEV$ID = IN$R0E.DEST$DEV$ID; 
OUT$RQE.DEST$DEV$ID = IN$RQE.5RC$DE?$ID; 
CALL SELUASE$GIVE$P0INTER 

(C«OU rr$RCD, 0LOC$STATUS ); 
/* The output queue must have been empty, so signal. * 

OUT$RCD.EMP?Y$SIGNAL = EMPTY$NO$LONGER; 
OUTPUT (WAKE$UP$PORT) = 2; 
C/LL TIME (50)J 

END /# THEN */'? 

CALL RELEASE$TAKE$FOINTER((? I N$RCD, 0LOC$ STATUS); 

IF LOC$STATUS = FIRST$TAKE 
THEN DO? 

0UT$RQD.FULL$SIGNAL = FULL$NO$LONGER; 
OUTPUT (tfAKE$U?$PORT) = 2J 

END /• THEN */; 

RETURN USER$BUFFER$PTR; 
END /* THEN */; 

If LOC$STATUS = EMPTT 
THEN RECEIVE$STATE = EMPTY? 

ELSE CALL DYING$CEANNELJ 

END /* THEN */J 
STATUS = EMPTY; 
RETURN NULL$PTR» 

END MIP$RCVJ 

/ # # £ # # # jjt sje # $ jjcfc jfc sjt # s}: £ >}: :Jc a(c s{c s}: )}: £ s}: # $ # * # A if ijc )(e # )Jc jjt # sf: # ije # $ 4c $ ifc a)e $ / 

END XMX; 



APPENDIX N 

CONTROLLERilNIT EXAMPLE PROGRAM 

CONTROLLERS NIT: TO? 

/* Ethernet Communication Controller Initialization */ 

/ sjt j{s ^ sj: a}: sjt >!« Jfe * & sf: # s{= % % # $ >!« £ sje sje * # sj: # # # >}: jjs >}: # sjc s(f £ ^ # $ s{e sjc »}t £ ijc sft ijc ){e # j£ aCs a{e £ $ i{e 

Definitions 
ilc# #:;<#;!« ft.ft# ft# #£££## ft### ft* ft sfefcs}:# sic## / 

DECLARE 

APER LITERALLY 'POINTER ' • 1 

VAKE$UP$PORT LITERALLY '0A4H', 
FESET$LOOPS LITERALLY '200', /* 2 seconds*/ 
COMMANPiLOOPS LITERALLY '200', /* 2 seconds*/ 
ECBO$LOOPS LITERALLY '1000', /*10 seconds*/ 
NULL$PTR LITERALLY '0000', 
preseiice$c!rd 1i terally '01h', 
stert$cmd literally '02h', 
cr literally '0dh', 
If 1i terally '0ah'; 

err word} 

Declare Out Request and In Request Queues 
which are used in MIP facility. 

^ if.  i f  i f  i f  # * # ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ^ ft ft ft ft i f  ft ft ft ft ft ft * ft * * ft ftft ft ft * ft * ft ft: * ft ft ft * / 
DECLARE OUT^ R C D  STRUCTURE (EMPTY$SIGNAL BYTE, 

fULL$SIGNAL BYTE, 
RQ$SIZE 
RQE$IENGTH 
GIVE$INDEX 
GIVEiSTATE 
TAKE$INDEX 
TAKE$STATE 

BYTE, 
BYTE, 
BYTE, 
BYTE, 
BYTE, 
BYTE) EXTERNAL, 

IN$RQD STRUCTURE (EMPTY$SIGNAL BYTE, 
FULL$SIGNAL BYTE, 
EQ$SIZE BYTE, 
RCE$LENiGTH BYTE, 
GIVE$INDEX BYTE, 
GIVE$STATE BYTE, 
TAK2$INDEX BYTE, 
TAKE$STATE BYTE) EXTERNAL; 

87 
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/******************************************************* 

Command Block Declarations 
*******************************************************/ 

declare start$address pointer? /* Communication Area */ 

DECLAHE command BASED start$address STRUCTURE 
(IP BYTE, 
RESFONSE BYTE, 
body(32) byte); 

DECLARE echo STRUCTURE 
(DESTINATION$ADDRESS 
SEND$DATA 
FCHO$DATA 

( 6 )  BYTE, 
WORD, 
WORD); 

DECLARE start$blk STRUCTURE 
(RSRVI' (S) 
ZERO 
ADR 
DEVICE$COUNT 
IDS$COUNT 
TEIS$DEVICE 
RSVRI 
IDS$BASE 
IDS$LENGTH 
DEVICE$ID 
STATUS 
TO$CONTP.OLLER 
FPOM$CONTROLLER 
INTR$TYPE 
TIMFOUT 
INTR$ADDRESS 

INITIAL 
( 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 ,  
1, 1, 00R, 0, 

0 ,  1 6 ,  
01H, 0FFB, 
0OUT$RQD, PIN^RQD, 
0, 0FFH, 0); 

/****************************************************** 

Pass a Eootstrap command block to the 
Controller and test the response code 

******************************************************/ 
SEND$TO$BOOT: PROCEDURE (BOOT$LOOPS, STATUS$P); 

BYTE, 
WORD, 
WORD, 
BYTE, 
BYTE, 
BYTE, 
BYTE, 
BYTE, 
BYTE, 
BYTE, 
BYTE, 
ADDR, 
ADDR, 
BYTE, 
BYTE, 
WORD) 

0, 0E08EE, /* Fixed #/ 

/* IDS */ 
/* Device */ 

DECLARE BOOTUOOPS tfORDJ 

DECLARE STATUS $P 
STATUS 

ADDR, 
BASED STATUS^? if ORE J 

/* Input */ 

/* Output */ 

DECLARE I worn}; 
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COMMAND.RESPONSE = 0? 
OUTPUT(WAKE$UP$PORT) = 02H? 

/* Signal to the Controller that a command 
tlock is put in the Communication Area */ 

DO I = 0 TO BOOT$LOOPS5 
CALL TIME(250); 

/* Give time to Controller for executing 
the given command */ 

IF COMMAND.response <> 0 
/* Command being executed correctly */ 

THEN DO? 
STATUS = COMMAND.RESPONSE? 
RETURN; 

END /* TEEN */ J 
FND /* DO */ J 

STATUS = 80HJ /* No response */ 

END SEND$TO$BOOTJ 
$ £ £ # # fc $ * >!< * * * **##***£* Jjc if: s{e j{c sje 

Initialize the Ethernet Controller 

ETHERNET^INIT: PROCEDURE (ECEO$ADDRESS$P, 
TEST$RE3ULT$P, 
STATUS ) PUBLIC? 

DECLARE ECHO$APDRESS$P ADDR, /* Input */ 
ECH0$ADDRESS EASED ECHO$ADDRESS$p (12) BYTE? 

DECLARE TEST£RESULT$ P ADDR, /• Output */ 
TEST$RESIJLT BASED TEST$RESULT$P BYTE, 
STATITS$P ADDR, 
STATUS BASED STATUS$P WORD? 

DECLARE I WORD? /* Local •/ 

/* Configure the communication area at address 2f000h */ 
start$address = 2f000h? 

OUTPUT(WAKE$UP$PORT) = 01H?/*Reset the controller*/ 

/* Give controller time to reset #/ 
DC I = 1 TO RESET^LOOPS? 

CALL TIME (250); 
END; 

COMMAND.ID = presence$cmd? /* Presence Command */ 
CALL SENB$TO$BOOT (COMMAND$LOOP3, STAIUS$P)? 



IF STATUS > 1 THEN RETURN? 
/* Controller not presents */ 

TEST$RESUIT = COMMAND.tody(0)J 
COMMAND.ID - start$cmd; /* Start Command */ 

/* Set up Start command block informations */ 
call movb(@start$blk,^COMMAND.body(0),32) > 

/* Send Start command block to the Controller */ 
CALL SEND$T0$300T (COttMAND$LOOPS, STAriJS$P); 
RETURN? 

FND ETHEBNFT$INIT» 
/j^4r9^^es{cst:4cs!es?ej5s5ics{es{cs^st:<es^^ss^siss^>^stc5(sa{is{e»J«s^>l:^^i*fr^jJe>flea{e^e5{es}:>^s^^es^j{c>!es}c3Sc^t9>:s5es}c^t^Js / 

FND CONTROLLER$INIT; 



APPENDIX 0 

PL/M-86 EXAMPLE BOOT LOADER PROSRAM 

0.1 BOOT LOADER Definitions File 

declare def literally 'declare', /* blrdef.p86 */ 
equ literally 'literally'; 

def addr equ 'pointer', 
connection equ 'word', 
forever equ 'while true'; 

$ Sic## $###$#« sje $ J*## ft sjc sje * * 
Slcbal Declarations 

def conf$tst byte puQlic, 
aidr public, 
word public, 
word public, 
byte public? 

return^ptr 
err 
stattus 
check$err 

def xmitibuf structure 
(rsrvd (14) 
command 
result 
response$ socket 
buf$length 
ext$p 
ext?ids 
ext$segirent 
extilength 
dst$ad3r (3) 
src$addr (3) 
type 
Tem $1oc$to$store 
user$data (1496) 

def supplyibuf structure 
(rsrvd (14) 
command 
result 
response^ socket 
buf^length 
dst$addr (3) 
src$adir (3) 
type 
user$data (46; 

/* Transirit Coirrrand Block */ 
byte, 
byte, 
byte, 
word, 
word, 
word, 
byte, 
byte, 
word, 
word, 
word, 
word, 
addr, 
byte) public? 

/* Supplybuf Coirtrand Block */ 
byte, 
byte, 
byte, 
word, 
word, 
word, 
word, 
word, 
byte) public? 

9 1  



def connect structure 
(rsrvd (14) 
command 
result 
response$socket 
type 

/* Connect Command Block */ 
byte, 
byte, 
byte, 
word, 
word) public? 

def disconnect equ 'connect'; 
/* Disconnect Command Block */ 

def addmcid structure /* Add Multicast Command Block */ 
(rsrvd (14) byte, 
command byte, 
result byte, 
response^socket word, 
T c i d  (5) byte) public; 

def deleterrcid equ 'addmcid'; 
/* Delete Multicast Command Block */ 

def edl^readc structure 
(rsrvd (14) 
command 
result 
response$socket 
da ta$link $obj 
rtr.$value (3) 

/* fteadc Command Block */ 
byte, 
byte, 
byte, 
word, 
wcrd, 
word) public; 

MlP call descriptions 
5^ >;s Sji sj: ^ j{; its s{t ={; sjs sj; s{: s",: 4c si: sje s}: 5{c sf; sj: af: aje sje 5{s s{s s{e sjc j 

mip$sen: procedare(socket,buf$ptr,buf$len) 
byte external; 
def ( socket,buf $ ler.) word, 

buf$ptr addr; 
end; 

mip$rcv: procedure(port$id ) pointer external; 
def port$id byte; 
end; 

ethernet^init: procedure(echo$address$p,test$result$p, 
status$p) external; 

def (echo$address$p, 
test$result $p, 
status$p) addr; 

e n d  J  



/  if  j)t % # $ # * # £ s{c * sjs * ̂4 i f  #  # £ if  j(e # * « £ * * 5}: # # # $ 5|; fc Hf # * £aje % # #£9{c >jc){: * * * J(c * aft * # 

EEL call descriptions 
# :|c ## s>s a£ #:;; jjs £ sjc * s!:*## if; / 

send: procedure(socket,buf$p,buf$lengtfc) external; 
def(socket, buf$length) word, 

buf$p addrl 
end; 

receive: procedure pointer external; 
end; 

/  #  if if  s^: s}s »ie sf: i f  £### $ # # a*###*# i f  #  ^ ije >je * #### # 

Common Library Calls 
#»is#s;«i;cs!ss;c##»£:;:s;c:;:s;:;;:;:t>1'sjicj;jsjej;;;;«ji0;t#>;<:;<s!c:>;«!{c####$jx)(esj:3}sa!c:(5>}:>!t£>5cj£#>!s»icj{sjic&#i(s / 

type^connection: procedure(type$code) external; 
def type$code word; 
end; 

boctlcader$init: procedure external; 
end; 

1 oader$crrd$blk$init: procedure external; 
end; 

j  if  i f  i f  *  if i f  i f  i f  i f  £  if  #  # if  if  i f  *  # if if  i f  #  s* if  *  # # # * # if *  # if *  * # & * * if #  *  •  # * # Jje >4= *  # # * * 

Global Definitions 
aj: sj: :|5 * 5^ # # £ sfr s|s if: £ # i f i f i f i f i f%:i) i i f#&tf# /  

cr equ '0dh', 
If equ '0ah', 
true equ '0ffh 
false equ '0h', 
wake$up$pcrt equ '0a4h', 

da ta$type equ '020323q', 
run $type equ '000777q', 
ack$type equ '0001llq ' f  

rtr$type equ 'll1000q', 
rqt$type equ 'llllllq', 

load$type equ '0950h', 
edl$sccket equ '0001h', 
this$socket equ '1000h', 
my$socket equ '0301h', 
rryiport equ '01h', 
my*type equ '5002h', 
bad$s tatns equ '0001h', 
e/rpty equ '0ffh ', 
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connect $cmd equ '01h' f  
disconn$cind equ '02h' t  

addtr,cid$cmd equ '03h', 
deletemcid$cmd equ '04h ', 
transnri t$crrd equ '05h', 
supplybuf$cmd equ '06h', 
readc$cir.d equ '09h', 

obj$total$sent equ '0', 
objipriicollision equ ',K* obj$ser$collision equ 2 , 
obj$exc$collision equ '3'» 
cbj$xrr.it$timeouts equ '4', 
obj$total$revd equ '5', 
obj $crc$errors equ '6', 
obj$f rair$errors equ '7', 
obj$resrc$errors equ '6', 
obj$host$addr equ '9', 
cbj $1 cadi ng equ ' 1 0 ' ;  
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0.2 Library Routines for EOOT LOADER: 

blr$library: do; 

$include( /rripnev/blrdef .aui) 
y # # # $ ai« # # >Sc # ijc# >ic >ic 9}; sic # # # 3^ a}; # 4:9|: i{c # # ){c # s,*: #){(>}; ){c >j< # # 

Sends request block to tcl via MIF 
Jjc i f  s*c sjs J)C i ff .  s£ i f  sfc i f  $ s)t # sje a£ sjs 5jc :jc sjs s^; 9}: s£ i f  t , i  ajc i f  i f  i f  i f  * £ # sic * # $ •£ £ jjs s^e # $ # * sic # # ̂  s(c )jc s!< sjs / 

send: procedure(socket,buf$p,buf$len) public? 
def (socket,buf$len) word, 

buf$p pointer? /* input. */ 
def mip$reply word, /* output */ 

buffer (81J byte; 

do forever; 
n-ip$reply = rrip$sen (socke t, buf $p, buf $len )» 
if (mip$reply=80h) or (mip$reply=B2h) 

or (irip$reply=72h) 
then return; 

end; 
end send; 
/  ̂  if  9* si: i f  i f  ijs s£ s(s ^! a(: * a{s # i f  s{: J(s i f  i f  i f  s|; 3js i f  i f  sis sis >Jc s)s sis sis 9;: jje i f  i f  9|5 s{s # jjc sjc sjs # 3{e i f  9js 9jc 9js aj: i f  i f  i f  i f  sjc 

Receives messages from Corxunications Board via i^IP 
s^a^s^ s^s;s» ĵ4e»^ >Je >^>{c sjcsjc s^s{ss{s >Js s-.ss^ aissjcstcsiis^ ^;= 9^: ?;«>!« sf: 5{es^ :;c j {c s!«5^ rjr s:sj;c >;t s5s sis s^>ie»;-: sje y^s{ts}e sjjsf: j 

receive: procedure pointer public; 

def cb$reply pointer; 
do forever; 

cb$reply = mip$rcv(ir,y$por t) > 
if cb$reply <> 0 

then return cb$replyj 
end; 

end receive; 
3[C !,* )|C jJ* )|! ){c 3|% Jp 5jC 3jC i,t <jc ^ »|£ *!• V V V V ' r ^  V*!' »p J|5)JCS|CV3j(6iJCS{SsJC!|fi5j€5|5 ̂  9fi Sp •!> v 

Connect SDL with control types 
Sr sfcsj: 3i<si<5{s3ics{£ sjssjs sjssissic sjcsjss^sissjs 3!ssis:{c sissltsissjssic# #s;ssiisis sic ;Js SJ: # # ^s i Is j Js j Js s J; ^ sis^sĵ sjs^csicsio^ sjc sjf sjf sjsspjjc j  

type$connection: procedure(type$code) public; 
def t/pe$code word; 

connect.result = 0ffh; 
connect.type = type^codej 
call send(edl$socket f3connect,size(connect)); 
return$ptr = receive; 

do while (connect .result = 0ffh); 
call tired); 

end; 
end type$ccrinection; 
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/  £  ){c i f  jfc i f  « £ s(c £ jjt sjc # j)t jfr sjt # # sjs # # * # # #$ i f  a{e £ £ jJ: $ sjs £ sj: # # £ £ # # s(c £ jjc jje $ £ * $ # £ #: * 

Initialize Boot Loader Type Connections 
a j e s j s s j t s f c j j s s j s # £ # # # s i t # # # s i s # # s i c # # # : { ! : ! « > ! « # ; ; « s i s # J ! * # # s J s j J : # # 5 } : /  

boot$loader$init: procedure public? 

connect.command = connect$crrd» 
connect.response$socket = my$socket> 

call typeiconnection(ack$type); 
call type$connection(rtr$type); 
call typeiconnection(rqtitype); 

end boot$loader$init; 
! if if  i f  Sr "I4 # & sis # >!' # =,» 5r # * # # # Sr # * * * # »!c>r 'I5 * # # # >r • # # # # * # £ # S«S # Sjl >!« # $ # # £ & $ # jjc i f  

Initialize Boot loader Corrxani Blocks 

loader$crrd$blk$init: procedure; 

xuiit$buf.cor^and - transmit$cmi; 
xmit$buf.response$socket = ir.y$socket; 

xrrit$buf ,buf$length = 1514; 
xir.it$buf .ext$p = 0; 
xmit$buf .ext$ids = 5?> 
xmit^buf .ext$segrr;ent = 0; 
xmit$buf.ext$length - 0; 

xmit$buf.src$addr(0; = 125000c; 
xmitibuf .src$addr(1 ) = 000000c;; 
xmit$buf.src$aidr(2; = 002025c» 

supply$buf.comrand = supplybuf^ctnd; 
supply$buf.response$socket = rry^socket; 

end lcader$cmd$blk$initJ 
###!{! J:-'*#&>Je>J: / 

end blr$library; 
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0.3 BOOT LOADER Example Program: 

boot$loader: do? 

£include( /rripnew/blrdef ,p86) 
/ # # # # # # # # # # ^ # # s £ # # # # # # # s ; s # # # # # # # s ; :  # # # # # # # # # # # # # #  # # # # # # # # # # #  

Definitions 
# s t c # # # # # # # # # $ # # $ # # # # s i s # # # $ # # # s i c # # # # # s ^ 4 c  # $ # # # $ # # #  # # $ > ) c # # $ $ # # #  /  

def user$data$length equ '1496'; 

def (i, j, ack, index) word* 
def (entry$point, 

begin$of$src, 
begir$of$dst, 
end$of^module) addrj 

def src$code based begin$of$src(1; byte;. 
def dst$coie based beginiofidst(1) byte; 
/  #  # #  ̂  # #  #  # #  #  3 { e ^ e  #  #  # #  # #  #  #  # # s i c  s , c  s i c  #  #  #  # #  #  # # # # #  #  # # # #  #  * # # #  i f  #  # if if  i f  i f  #  

Wait for Request for Downloading 
# # # # #  # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # s i s s { ;  # # # # # s ; : #  # # $  # # s } : # # #  s i c # # # # # # s i s s i < # # # # #  /  

wait$for$rat: procedure? 

return^ptr = fc>; 
supply$buf.type = 0; 

do while return$ptr - 05 
call send(edl$socket ,(asupply$buf , size(supply$buf)); 
return^ptr = receive; 
if supply$buf.type <> rqt$type 

then return$ptr = di 
end; 

end wait$for$rqt; 
I if  i f  i f  i f  i f  i f  i f  i f  #  # # # # # # # # # sic # if if  # sjc # # sic i f  # # # # s;s # sis >Jc # s* i f  i f  i f  i f  #  # sjc sjc # # sis # # $ # # # 

Transmit a Packet and check Ackncvlegewent 
if Sis sis # Sic Sic sjs ## sis Sis # sic Sic # sic Sic # Sic i f  sis Sic Sic # sis Sis Si: sis sis sis ########### Sic #sj:#s!c# # ### i f  Sic# y 

xmit$and$chk$ack: procedure; 

ack = false; 
i 1 ;  

do while (i <= 20 and ack = false); 
call send(edl$socket,0xmit $buf ,si ze(xmit$buf)); 
return$ptr = receive; 
call time(500); 

supply$buf.type = 0; 
cal1 send(edl$socket,0supply$buf,size(supply$buf)); 
r e t u r n $ p t r  =  P i i p $rcv( n !y$socket); 
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if return$ptr = 0 
then do; 

call time(500); 
i = i + 1? 

end» 

else if supply$buf.type = ack$type 
then do? 

ack = true? 
index = index + user$data$length» 

end; 

else do; 
i = i + i; 

end; 
end; 

end xmit$and$chk$ack; 
a*####*## £ *#### ###$# if £  ### *$### if if  i f  f t  #  

Main Program 
a}: ## :jc #### sjcs;: s):# fc# # j {c sl«# sis## / 

main: do; 

call ethernet$init(0,3conftst,?stattus); 
call boot$loader$init; 
call loader$crrd$blk$init; 

index = 0; 
entry$point = 05£006h; 
begin$of$src = 3f6033h; 
begin$of^dst = 060000h; 
end$of$rcodule = Zf7ffffc» 

do forever; 
call wait$f or$rtit; 
call movb (3supply$buf . srr$eddr, 

3xrritibuf.dst$addr,6); 

do while (°src$code (index) <= end$of^module; 
xmi t$buf .type = datatype; 
xrcit$buf .rr)erc$loc$to$store = Gdst$code(index); 
call rrovb(@src$code(index), 

C?rrrit$buf .user $ data (0) ,user$data$length); 
call xrcit$and$chk$ack; 
if act - false 

then index = index + 1> 
end; 



if ack = true 
then doj 

xrcit$buf .rr.erc$loc$to$store = entry$point 
xmit$buf.type = run$type» 
call xrrit$and$cfck-$ack > 

end; 
end; 

end main? 

end boot$loader> 



APPENDIX P 

PL/M-86 EXAMPLE BOOTSTRAP PROGRAM 

P.l REMOTE BOOTSTRAP Definitions File: 

/* bspdef.p36 • / declare def literally 'declare', 
equ literally 'literally'; 

def addr equ 'pointer', 
connection equ 'word', 
forever equ 'while true'; 

Global Declarations 
** / 

def conf$tst byte public, 
return$ptr addr public, 
err word public, 
stattus word public, 
cbeck$err byte public? 

def xmit$buf structure 
(rsrvd (14) 
command 
result 
response$socket 
buf^length 
ext$p 
ext$ids 
ext$seement 
ext$l eneth 
dst$addr (3) 
src$addr (3) 
type 
user$data (46) 

def supply$buf structure 
(rsrvd (14) 
command 
result 
response$socket 
buf$1ength 
dst$addr (3) 
srciadir (3) 
type 
mem$loc$to$store 
user$data (1496) 

/* Transmit Command Elock */ 
byte, 
byte, 
byte, 
word, 
word, 
word, 
byte, 
byte, 
wcrd, 
word, 
word, 
w c r i , 

byte) public; 

'* Supplybuf Command Block */ 
byte, 
byte, 
byte, 
word, 
word, 
word, 
word, 
word, 
addr, 

by te) public; 

1£3 
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def connect structure /* Connect Command Block */ 
(rsrvd (14) byte, 
command byte, 
result byte, 
response$socket word, 
type word) public; 

def disconnect equ 'connect'; 
/* Disconnect Command Elock */ 

def addmcid structure /* Add Multicast Command Elock */ 
(rsrvd (14) byte, 
command byte, 
result byte, 
response^socket word, 
mcid (6) byte) public? 

def deletemcid equ 'addmcid'; 
/* Delete Multicast Command Block */ 

def edl$readc structure /* Eeadc Command Block */ 
(rsrvd (14) byte, 
command byte, 
result byte, 
response$socket word, 
data$link$ob* word, 
rtnRvalue (3) worijpublicj 

/ * *  #  #  s [ c  #  &  > j t  Hf sft £ »!c # #i f  $ # >[e # jjt # >Jc # i f  sje # jjt »[t # # # >Jt # s|« # »J; # £ sj{ i f  £ a{c # Jj: # i f  #  if  sje 

MIP call descriptions 

mi p^sen: procedure(socket,buf$ptr,buf$len) 
byte external; 
def (socket ,buf$len) word, 

buf$ptr arldr; 
end; 

mip$rcv: procedure(port$id) pointer external; 
def port$id byte; 
end; 

ethernet$init: procedure(echo$address$p,test$result$p, 
status$p; external; 

def (echo$addressip, 
test$result$p, 
status$p) addr; 

end; 
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/ sjt%i(c sje j(c s[s ^ sjc Xc 5)c s)c s[cs£# sjc sje sis £ sjs # # ifs s£ # :|s sje sfc # sjs sjc £ sf: # s£ # s£ sjs sjc sj: 5;: sjc sjs >J< * $$ % $ s}c sjs # s£ # j{e 

iNDX call descriptions 
5jt£s(ts!:8!t>!5>ic>!s:!«sSc!{<j}c#s!c>!:>!!#s!e>:«>isX«as:!(t}j#ijt>!c#£:!;>*:{esi:$£ ** *# * s;:#s{c#sSts)e#:{ei{ss}:>i! :fcs(e:!! / 

da$create: procedure(path$p ,excep$p) connection external; 
def (path$p,excep$p) addr; 
end; 

dq^write: procedure ( conn ,buf$p, count ,excep$p) external; 
def (conn,count) word, 

(buf$p,excep$p) adar» 
end; 

dqiattach: procedure(path$p ,excep$p) connection external; 
def (path$p,excep$p) acdr; 
end; 

dq$read: procedure(ccnn, buf$p,ccunt,exce^$p) 
word external; 
def (conn,count) word, 

(buf$? ,exceu$p) addr; 
end; 

Qq£iecode$exception : procedure 
(exception$code,rr.essa"e$p,excep$p) external; 
def exception$code wore, 

(ixessage$p,excep$p) addr; 
end; 

dq$exit: procedure(corcpletion?code) external; 
def cor Tipletion$ccde word; 
end; 

/ sj: sj: #s|: sjs $s[; ijssjt s;«s|is;;s;:s;:#:}es!cs!:s^3;ss!: sj:s}: Jjtsj; # (J; £ # # sjt # sjc s|; s!ss!f s^sjesjesje sjes^ sjs <5 

EEL call descriptions 
"!* 'I* •}» »!* & v v '1* ^ v tfr ^ *!' *1* ?!< ^ ?!' »)C *[c sjs 5{c ?J* ?!* »:«:;c sf: SJ: $ sf: $ s|c £ # $ :£ s£ >}: # >!< # j{c # # # >jc »}c # # y 

send: procedurefsocket,buf$p,buf$length) external; 
def'socket, tuf$lengtb) word, 

buf$p addr; 
end; 

receive: procedure pointer external; 
end; 

Common library Calls 
^ ?[t #Jc jJ: ;J; 

type$connection: procedure(type$code) external; 
def type$code wcrd; 
end; 

bootloader$init: procedure external; 
end; 

1oeder$cmd$blk$init: procedure external; 
end; 
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/  #  if  #  # if i f  i f  i f  i f  if; # i f  #  if  #  3{e $ # # # s* * # Xc # #« aje ̂  if  afc ijc # i f«>Js # # if i f  i f i f  if 4c # »{c sjc $ $ # j[t $ 

C-lobal Pefinitions 
# if if  i f  i f  i f  >;;* <(<:«•-;!>;< s;s >Ie sji »;<sjesee s;e j{e ^.e ^s{s sfti 4e s(e j{« s{f 4e $$#$#*$$$$#*$ / 

cr equ '0dh', 
If equ '8ah', 
true equ '0ffh' t  

false equ '0h', 
wak:e$up$por t equ '0a4h', 

datatype equ '000333q', 
run^type equ '000777q', 
eckitype equ 'aaeniq'. 
rtritype equ 'I11000q ', 
rqt^-type equ 'llllllq', 

load$type equ '0950h', 
edl^socket equ '008lh', 
this$socfcet equ 'leash', 
my^socket equ '0301n', 
my^port equ '01h', 
rr>y$type equ '5202h' t  

bad$status equ '0001h', 
eir.pt y equ '0?fh 

connect$cmd equ '01fc', 
di sconn$cr.d equ '02h ', 
aadmcid$cmd equ '03h', 
deleterrcid$cmd equ '04r' , 
trans!t!it$cir;d equ '05fc ', 
supplybuf $crrd equ '05 h', 
readc$cmd equ '09h', 

obj$total$sent equ '0 
obj$pri£collision equ '1'. 
obj$sec$follision equ '2', 
obj$exc$collision equ '3 ', 
objixrrit^tirreouts • equ '4'! 
obj$total$revd equ '5', 
obj$crr$errors equ ' e ' ,  
obj$fram$errors equ '7', 
obj$resrc$errors equ ' 8 ', 
obj$host$addr equ ' 9 ' ,  
obj$1oadi ng equ '10'? 
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P.2 Library Routines for REMOTE BOOTSTRAP: 

bsp^library: do; 

$ include(/mipnew/bspdef.aux) 
/  ft  sje fcsjtajs s{«9!s f t  s}:* f t  #  # s j c  $  #  s j t  *  f t  # sjt # & J?« # * £ • • $ * £ 1f * * £ * * * f t  >}: * * *** f t  # ̂  sf:Jit# f t  

Sends request block to tcl via MIP 

send: procedure(socket,buf$p,buf$len) public? 
def (socket ,buf$len ) word, 

buf$p pointer? /* input */ 
def mip$reply word, /* output */ 

buffer (81) byte; 

mip$reply = mip$sen(socket,buf$p,buf$len); 
if (rrip$reply<>82h) and (rcip$reply<>82h) 

and (mip$reply<>70h) 
then do; 

call dq$write(0,P( 'mip error' t0dh,0ah),11,3err); 
call dq$decode$exception(mip$reply,3buffer,@err); 
call dq$write(0 t3buffer(l),buffer(0),3err); 
call dq$exit(C); 

end; 
end send; 
/  ft  * f t  ;|s # )(c ajesf: f t  f t  sjt f t  sjc # >|t sit j[t f t  if  i f  f t  * s;c >|t * £ sjt sjt >jc f t  # f t  #f t  sf: s[t % ft # £ sf: f t  sit f t  f t  f t  sjt sjt sjt f t  % ft sjt 

Receives messages froir Communications Eoard via MIP 
slisfcsjt^sjcsfcsjtsjesjtsjtsjssfcsjtsfes^sjssitsjesjssjtsjt ĵ sjtsjcsljs^sicsjtsjtsltiics îjts.tsjtsjojtsfcsjtsjts'ts^sjssjtsjtsjcsicsltsst jjtfcsjtsjcijt J 

receive: procedure pointer public; 

def cb$reply pointer; 

do forever; 
cb$reply = mip$rcv(my$port); 
if cb$reply <> 0 

then return cb$replyj 
end; 

eni receive; 
/ sje * i f  i f  i f  i f  i f .  i f  f t f t f t  f t  f t f t f t  -if  i f  i f  i f .  i f  t f i f1f .1f . i f i f  i f  sjt# sjt ** s|; >jt £ f t  i f  i f  f t  f t  ajt j(c f t  j(t f t  sjt sjt f t  aje s{t sjt ft * * 

Connect EDL with control types 

type^connection: procedure(type$code) public; 
def type$code word; 

connect.result = 0ffh; 
connect.type = type$code» 

call send (edl$socket,@connect,size(conrect)); 
returniptr = receive; 
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do while (connect.result = 0ffh)» 
call tirr.e(l); 

end; 

if connect.result <> 0 /* Connect command fails #/ 
then do? 

call dq$write(0 ,@('Types exceed 8',cr tlf), 
16,@err)i 

call 4q$eiit(3); 
end? 

end type$connection; 
/ s{s # # if: sjt s|c # # # ## # jjt s{e s}: * $ # £ * # # ̂  # * * # :£ £sjc # £ fc jje sje £ # & # $ s}e # $ # # ̂  s(e $ # jjs # sjt j (c  £ * # 

Initialize Bootstrap Type Connections 

bcctstrap$init: procedure public; 

connect.command = connect$cmd; 
connect,response$socket = my$socket; 

call type$connection(data$type); 
call type$connection(run$type); 

end bootstrap$init; 

Initialize Bootstrap Command Blocks 

bsp$cmd$blk$init: procedure public; 

xmit$buf.command = transmit$cmd; 
xmitibuf.response$socket = my$socket; 

xmit$buf.buf$length = 60; 
xmitibuf.ext$p = Z; 
xmit$buf.ext$ids = 0» 
xmit$buf.ext$segment = 0; 
xmitibuf.ext$length = 0» 

xmit^buf.dst$addr(0) = 125000q» 
xmit$buf.dst$addr(1) = 000000q; 
xmit$buf.dst$aidr(2) = 002026q; 

xmit$buf.src$addr(0) = 125000q»" 
xmit$buf.src$addr(1) = 000000q5 
xmit$buf.src$aidr(2 ) = 067415q} 

supply$buf.command = supplybuf$cmd; 
supply^buf.response$socket = my$socket; 

end bsp$crr.d$blk$init; 
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/ ** * ** ********* ********** sic*#*** * * * * * * * * * **** * ** ** * 

Check Supplybuf Comr.and Done 
*********************************************£********** / 
chk$rcv$done: procedure public? 

def i word? 

i  =  1 ;  
return$ptr = 0; 
do while i <= 2 0 }  

return$ptr = mip$rcv(my$pcrt)» 
if return$ptr = 0 

then do» 
call time(2500); 
call dq$vrite(0, 

0('Loader not exists, Retry',cr,If), 
26,3err); 

i = i + l; 
end» 

else doj 
i = 21 > 

end» 
end; 

if return$ptr = 0 
then do» 

call dq$write(0, 
^('Retried 20 times, Timeout !!',cr,lf), 
30,3err); 

call dq$exit(0); 
end; 

xmit$buf. type = acic$type; 
eni chk$rcv$done; 
/******************************** *********************** / 

end bsp$library; 
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P.3 REMOTE EOOTSTRAP Example Program: 

remote$bootstrap: do; 

$ in elude ( /tripnew/bspdef .p86) 

def os$code addr, 
os$buf(50) byte; 

main: do; 

call ethernet$init(0,3conf$tst,(?stattus); 
call bootstrap$init; 
call bsp$cmd$bllr$init; 

/* Request SMART NODE for downloading REMOTE PROCESS */ 
xmit$buf . type = rqt$type; 
call send(edl$socket,3xrcit$buf,size(xmit$buf)); 
return$ptr - receive; 

do forever; 

/* Ready for receiving REMOTE FROCESS code */ 
supply$buf.result = fffh; 
cal 1 send(edl$socket ,(?supply$buf , size(supply$buf)); 
call chk$rcv$done> 

/* Send Acknovlegement frame to SMART NODE */ 
xmit$buf.result = 0ffh» 
call send(edl$socket,Pxmit$buf,size(xmit$buf))» 
return$ptr = receive; 

/* Check if the packet is a Start Command */ 
if supply$buf.type = run$type /* Start Command */ 

then do; 
call dq$write(0, 

P('Start executing REMOTE PROCESS'), 
30,0err)» 

call supply^buf.rrem$loc$to$store; 
call dq$exit(0); 

end; 

else do? /* The packet is REMOTE PROCESS code */ 
call movb((?supply$buf.user$data(0) , 

supply$buf .mem$loc$to$st ore, 1496); 
end; 

end; 

end main; 
end rercote$boctstrap; 
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